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SIATKNI OF ASSURANCE

IT IS THE, POLICY OF THE 'OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THAT NO PSON BE SUBJEC1p) TO DISCRIMINATION ON.THE

BASIS OF RAC, NAYIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, AGE, HANDICAP OR

MARITAL STATUS IN ANY PRORAM, 'SERVICE OR ACTIVITY FOR

WHI'CH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS RESPONSIBL.

THE DEPARTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF STATE.

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING NON-DISRIMINATION AND MILL

STRIVE BY ITS ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH'

OF ALL PERSONS,. ,

STATEMENT OF
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. NIS' PROJECT WAS DEVELOPEDihND PWODUCED UNDER A SUBLCOR4TRACT

FOR THE, OREGON DEPARTMENT _OF EDUCAJION BY LANE COMMUNFTY

COLLEGE, APPRENTICESHIP DIVISON, EUGENE, OREGON, p84.
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1.1

1.2

1:3

.4

v1.5

1.6.

1.7

1.8

MI GHT
.RELATED TRAINING MODULES

SAFETY

iY

C.

V

General Safety
,

Hand Tbol Safeti,
Nwer Tobl Safety .

Fire Safety ', k .

Hygiene Safety
Safety and Electricity
Fire Types and Prevention

.
.

Machine Safeguardind (inclOdes OSHA.HandbOok)
.

ELECTRICITY/ELECTPONICS

2.1
2.2

Basics of nergy
Atomic Theory.

60'

2.3 Electrical Conduction
2.4 Basics of Direct Current
2.5 Iritroducticn to Circuits.

2.6 Reading Scales
2.7 Using a V.O.M.

2.8 VHM'S Law
2.9 , Power and Watt's Law
2.10 , Kirchoff's Current Law
2.11 Kirchoff's Voltage Law
2.12 Series Resistive Circuits
x.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits

2.15 Switches and Relays ,C.

2.16 Basics of Alternating Cuirents'

2.17 Magnetism

COMPUTERS

3.1 .Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic ,

,

3.3 Computer Overview
.

3.4 Computer Software ..

n

'IDOLS I.

4.1 Boring and Drilling Tbols

4.2 Cutting Tbols, Files and Abrasives

4.3 Holding and Fastening Tbols
4

4.4 Fastening Devices
4.5 , 4 Basic Science - Simple Mechanics

4.6 Fastenbrs
fit

.



DkAFTING

5:1 Types of Drawing d Views
5.2 Sketching

.

5.3 Bipeprint,Reading/Working Drawings
5.4 Wbrking Drawings for Machines and Welding
5.5 Machine and Welding .Symbols
5.6 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print' Reading
5.7' Blueprint Reading,' Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.8 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5%9 Blueprint Reading', Matting: Basic Print Reading
5.10 Blueprint Reading, Crafting: Basic Print Reading
5.11 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print,Reading
5.12 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: 'Basic Print Reading
5.13 Blueprint,eading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
5.14 Drafting, Machine Features

0 5.15 Drafting,Measurement
5.16 Drafting, Visualization

6.1

6.2
t

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

HUMAN RELATIONS .

Communications Skills
,Feedback

,

Individual Strehgths
Interpersonal Conflicts

.Group Problem_Solving
1-setting and Degsion-making

6.7 Wbrkaite Visits -

6.8 Resumes
6.9 Interviews
6.10 Expectation
6.11 Wider Influences and Respopsibilities
6.12 Personal Finance

7.1

7.2

7.3"

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

'BOILERS

Boilers
'Boilers

Boilers

Boilers
Boilers
Boilers,
Boilers
Boilers
Boilers

- Fir? Tube Types
- Watertube Types
- Construction
- Fittings

Operation
- Cleaning
- Heat Recovery Systems
- Instruments and .Controls
- Piping and Steam Traps

TURBINES

18.1 Steam Turbines -.Types
8.2 Steam Turbines Components .

8.3 Steam Turbines Auxiliaries'
8.4 .Steam Turbines- Operation and Maintenance
8.5. Gas TOrbines
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9 .1 e
'9.2

9 . 4
9 . 5
9r6
9 . 7

PUMPS

Pumps
PUTTS
Pumps
Pumps
Pumps.

PuMps
Pumps.

1

- Types and classification j

- Applications
- Construction I,

Caldulating Heat and Flow
--Operation
- Monitoring and Troubleshooting
- Maintenance

COMBUSTION

10.1 Combustion - Process
10.2 Combustion - Typesof Fuel
10.3 Combustioh'- Air and Fuel Gases
10.4, Combustion - Neat Transfer
10.5 CoMbustie5n 'Wood

GENERAZD$6\

11.1 Generators - Types and Construction
11.2. Generators - Operation

FEEEVINIER

12.1 Feedwater-lypes,and Equipment
12.2 Feedwater - Water Treatments
12.3 I Feedwater 1ting.

AIR COMPRESSORS

13.1 Air Compressors - Types
' 13.2

44

Air Compressors - Operation and Maintenance

STEAM

14.1 Steam - Formation and Evaporation
14.2 Steam .4 Types

14.3 steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification.

MISCELLANEOUS

15.1 Installation - Foundations
.15.2 P Installation - Alignment
15.3 Circuit Protection
15.4 Transformers
15.5 Trade 'firms

TRADE,MATH

Linear - Measiire

Whole Numbers'
Additional and Subtractidn of Commdn Fraction and Mixed Numbers
4itultiplication and "%vision of Common PraOtions and Whole and'
Mixed Numbers* ,),

Page III
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4 16.5. es Compound NuMbers
16.6 Percent
16.7 'Ratio and Proportion
16.8 Perimeters, Areas and Volumes
16.9 Circumference find Wide,Area'of Circles
16.10 Area of Plane, Figures and. Volimies of Solid Figures.

16.11, Metrics

17.1
17.2

17.3

17.4

17.5

17.6
17.7

17.8

17.9
17.10

17.11
17.12
17.13.

HYDRATCS

Hydraulics
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydrpulics -
HydLtaulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydr;aulicp -

Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -

METALLURGY

Lever
Transmission of Force
Symbols
Basic Systems,

Pumps.

Pressure Relief
Reservoirs 0

Directional Control Valve
Cylinders
Forces, Area, Pressure
Conductors and Connectors
Troubleshooting
Maintenance .

Valve

18.1 Included are ILS-packRts:
W 3010
W 3011-1 ,t4

W 3011-2
.MS 9001 (1-3-4-8 9-6-7J5-2-9)
MS 9200, 9201

19.1

20.1

POWER DRIVES

101.

102.
103.

104.

107.

108.

A-B-;CrD-E

C-D-E
B-C-D-E

A
A

WELDING

\4
602. A-B-C-D-0-1.-L-W

603. A-B-F-G-I
W. 3011-1 refer to Mlttallurgy .18.1.
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MILLWRIGHT
SUPPLEMLINTARY:OEfERfNCE DIRECTORY'

Note: A11_ reference packets are numbered,on the upper right-hand corpen of,the respective

Supplementary
Packet De5criPtion

1.8

12.1

12.2
I

,

Concepts-k qjechnues::Of.Machine Safeguarding OS.4.A. 'Madhine Sdeguarding.'

Correspondende Course,tecture li:Sec. 2;.:SteaM GineratorsiTypes '7.1 Boilers,jire Tube

of-BOilers_I,-S,A,LT., Calgary, Alberta,Canada
.

Correspondence Course-, LeCtUre2*,,SeC2., Steam .Generators -, Types Boilers,41aterJube-Type
Of:BoikerS. :11;:S.A.Lf., Calgary; Alberta, tana4A--.

cover page.

Related Training ModulA

.

12.3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 2; Sec, 2, Steam Generators, Bpiler 7.3 Boilers, Construction

Construction & Erection, S.A.1.T, Calgary', Alberta, 'CanadaI

12.4 Correspondence Course; -Lecture 4, Sec. 2, Steam Generators., Boiler , 7.4 Boilers, Fittings..

fittings II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12.4 Correspondence Course, Lecture 4,. Sec, 2, Steam Generators, Boiler 7,4 Boilers; Fittin9s

`Fitting J, S.A.I.f., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12.5 Correspondence Course, Lecture 10, Sec. 2 Steam Generation, Boiler 7.5 floi*rs, Operation

Operation, Maintenance, Inspection, S.A.1.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 3, Sec. 2, 'Steam Generation, Boiler 7.7 Boilers Heat Recovery

Details, S.A.I.T, Calgary; Alberta, ,Canada Systems

, PUMPS

13.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture", Sec. Steam GenerOtor, Power Typei & Classificattons
,

13.2 Plaiit Pumps, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberto, Canada . ! 9.2 Applicatipns '-

13.4 9.4 Calculating Heat & Flbw

13.6 A 9.6 Monitoring & Troubleshooiing

13.7 9.7 Maintenance

*12.7

13.3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec.,

13.5 S.A.I.T.,:Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Steam Generators, Pumps a 9.3. Construction
9'.5- Operation

re
4



Millwright
Supplementary TR Oerence Dixectory

Page 2

Supplementary
A Packet # , Description

14.3 Cor64ondence Course,, Lecture 6; Sec, 3, Steam Generators, Steam

12.8 Generator Controls; S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

14.4 Correspondence CourseLecture 11, Sec. 2, Steam Generators,
Piing II, S.A.I.T., Calgary; Alberta, Canada

15,1

15.2

, 15.3

15,4

15.5

16,2

Correspondence Course, Lecture 1, Sec, 4, Prime Movers, & Auxil-

iariet, Steam Turbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,Zhnada '

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4; Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Steam

Turbines Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec, 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-

iaries, Steam Turbine Auxiliaries, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Correspond6ce COurse, tecture 6, Sec. 3, Prithe Movers, Steam

Turbine OpaPhtion & Maintenance, S.A.I.T.,'Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

e
.

*

Correspondence Course, Lectute 8, Sec. 3,-Prime,Movers, Gas 8.5.. Gas Turbines

Turbines, S.A.L.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

ID

Related.Training Module

14.3 Steam Transport

7.8 Boilers, Instrumerit &

Controls_

.14.4 Steam Purification-

8.1 Steam Turbines, Types*

8.2 Steam Turbines, Components

4'

8.3 Steam Turbine's, AuxilOies 11

8.4 'Steam Turbines Operation

& Maintenance

1.ers Fired wit Wood & Bark Residues , D.(). dunge,

0 , 1975 . .f

16.2,rrespond,ence Course, Lecture Sect. 2, 'Stew uGenerators, ,

f:ombustion, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

16.3

17.1

17.2

Correspondence Course, Lecture 5,*t. Plant-Aervicesh,Fuel

8, Combustion, S.A.1-.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Corrocpondence Course, Lecture *Sec. 3: SteamhGeneration Water
,

iTreatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

LoreSpondence Course; Lecture 12, Sec. 2, S eom Generatio)
Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada '

4 N

Offj.,

;14,Ler
e, unents ,

ST' COPY AVAIV BLE

1'0.2 Comhns.tion Tyes of, uel

10.2 .r,owbustion Types of 'Fuel

'10.3 Combustion.Air & Fuel Gases

12.1 Foedwater, Types &
Operation

f'eudvidter, 'tiater

re4



Millwright
Supplementary Reference Directory

Page 3

.Supplementary
-Packet # Description

17,3 Correspondence Course, Lecture 7, Sec. 2, Steam Generators,

Feedwater Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary; Alberta, Canada

18.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Direct

Current Machines, S.A.I.T.; Calgary, Alberta-Canada

18.1 Correspondence COurse,Lecture 4, Sec. 5, Electricity; Alterna

18.2 Cdrrent Generators, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

mom, 6.1

.

Related Training Module

her 12.3 Feedwater, Testing

ing

1

...
Correspondence Course, Lecture. 5, SOc..4, Prime Moyers & Aux} '-

lades, Air Compressor,I,SA.IJ., Calgary,,Alberta, Canada' -

Correspondence Course., Lecture 6, Sec. 4, .Prime Movers& Aux.0- -

iaries, Air Compressors IIt.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada
1 ,

.
/

20.1 Basic Electronics, Power Transformers, L-BE-51

21.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. -5, Electricity, Switchgear

& Circuit, Protective Equipment,, S.A.I.T., Calgary,.41berta,

'
Canada

22.1

I

Correspondence Course, Lecture TO, Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Power

sPlant Erection & Installation, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12.

11.l Generators, Types

Constructions

T1.1 Generators, Types &

Construction

18.2 Generators', Operation

13%1 Air Compressors, Types.

13.1 Air Compressors, Types

13.2 CompresSors, Operation

& Maintenance

15.4 Transformers

15.3 Circuit Protection

15.1 Installation Foundations

1 3
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR. USING TRAINING MODULES

417

The pages list modules and .their corresponding numbers for this

particular Oprentic,shi5 trade, As related training clasroom hours

vary for different reasons throughout the state, we recommend that

the isndividuarapprenttceship commtttees. divideNthe teal rets to

,fiAltheir individual class schedules.

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can comptetd the

whole set by'the end of'their 'indentured apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhap'S..credit could be

granted for those subjects, allowing apprentcies to advan?e to the

remaining modules.

We _suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign'the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most(effective.

4

4

14
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

(N,

ON CApSETTE 'APES

Tape 1: Fire Tube Boilers - Water Tube Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, vaiVes, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

Tape 3: Combustion, Boiler-Care and Heat Transfer
and Feed Water Types

Tape 4: Boillir Safety and Steam Turbines

),NOTE: The above cassette
refegunce material
indieatedvand not

tapes are intended 4s additional
for the respective modules, as
designated as a required assignment.

I
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4

IT ISiTHE POLICY OF THE OREGON DEPARTMENTAF LDUCATAQN

THAT NO PERSON BE SUBJECTED TO DISCRIMINATION 6N,THEt

BASIS OF RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, AGE, HADICAP OR

MARITAL STATUS IN ANY PROGRAM,, SERVICE OR ACTIVITY FOR

WHICH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCAPTION. IS RESPONSIBLE,

THE DEPARTMENT WILL COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF STATE

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERNING'NON-DISCRIMINATION AND WILL

STRIVE BY ITS-ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH

OF ALL PERSONS.
4

O

STATEMENT QF DEVELOPMENT

THIS PROJECT WAS 'DEVELOPED AND PRODUCED, UNDER A SUBCONTRACT

FOR THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION13Y LANE COMMUNITY'

COIIEGE, APPRENT1WHIP DIVISION, EUGENE, 0 GON,1984.

LANE COMMUNITY COLLEGE.IS AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL

APPORTUNITY INSTITUTION.

6
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Modules 18.1, 19.1, an
dated materials.. :
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20.1 have been omitted because they contain
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14.r

STEAM -- FORMATION AND EVAPORATION,

a

Goal:

0.

The apprentice will be able to
clscribe steam formation and
evaporation.

4

Performance Indicators: -

1. Describe temPeratures for
steam formation.

2:, Describe types of heat%

3. Describe formatiotdof steam.

4. Describe evamation.

18
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INSMCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Gukle
9.

* Read the goal and performance inhicators to find-what is to be Teamed from.
package.

7 ;

* Read the vocabulary list to find new. words that will be used in package.

* Reabh introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet..

Complete the self-assessment.

Complete the post-assessment.

, .

2

S 4

gar



*000telsius scale
a

Condensation

Evaporation

Fahrenheit scale.

Latent heat

* Latent ileat.of fusion
4

Latent heat of evaporation

* Saturation temperatUre

*
,

Sensible heat

* Temperature of evaporation

* Temperatureof vaporization

* Vapor i" ..

i



iltrotluction
Steam f on requires water to be chanted from a liquid to a vapor state.

This requires that water be heated to the boiling point..,Two,types of heat are
used in, converting water to steam.° One is a sensible heat that raises the

temperature to. boiling and a latent heat that will change the state of water

without further rise in temperature.

The apprentice should/have a theoretical understanding of the cteam formation'

process.

6
4

go

ti

21
a
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I IONAL LE,AFINING SYSTEMS

Information
.04

Tbmperatures
1-

. Heat is used to convert solidauinto liquids and liquids into gases. Steam is
regarded as a vapor instead of a gas because it does not follow all of the rules
IA gaseous behaidor. The process of converting water to steam requires 1000
The Fahrenheit.sdale which is common to American ..thought has a freezing point of

. ? 320 and.a boiling point of 212°. Regardless ofithe measuring scale, water must
reach boiling point before steam is produced.

The boklits point will vary at different elevations above sea level. .Also,'the
boiling oint will vary with the pressUres that are placed upon 4A liquid. The
100 0 C is based on-atmospheric pressure. Liquids under pressurUvill boil at

.range of temperatures which are controlled by the pressure. Water will boil It
hlgh altitudes much quicker than at 'sea level.

Types of Heat'

Sensible heat is heat that can' be sensed and measured with a -thermometer.
Latent heat is a hidden heat that Tay cause a state of change in another
substance without changing the temperature of the/substance. If ice is being
Changed into its liquid state, the melting temperature is 0 C. As the ice
contfnues, its melting, the temperature will remain at (AC until it is water,
When latent heat is"used to convert a solid to a liquid, it is called the
latent heat of fusioh. N -

If latent heat 14 applied to weer at 10M, the water will change to a vapor
state. The water will continue to boil at 100'C. The heat that converts
liquids to a vapor form is called the latent heat of evaporation.

Formation of 'Steam

1

Water is heated to the boiling point with sensible heat. After boiling point,
the latent heat changes the water into steam. Steam is formed at the boiling
point temperature. That temperatuve may be more 411. less than a 100'C, depending
on the pressure in relation to atmospheric pressure. That boiling point is
called the temperature of vaporization

. or temperature of evaporation or
saturation temperature. That is the temperature at which steam formation takes
place.

Evaporation

If we set a pan of water in the sun, it will slowly disappear through
evaporation. If we add heat.to the pan, the water will evaporate-much quicker.

22



INSTIRICTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

nformation
In the'process of evaportion, the water simply turns into vapor form.

away, In steam production, the process of evaporation is controlled

generation equipment. Condensation is the opposite of .evapOration.

vapor cools, it.is converted back to a liquid state.

1.

I

e,

q

400

1.

and floats
by steam

As

23
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Complete the job sheet.

*I Complete the selfassessment and check answers.

* Complete the post.-agsment and ask. the instructor to check answers.

O

t

r

N

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING'SYSTEMS

Job Sheet

fl

.CHECK BOILING TEMPERATURE

0
Obtain a Celsius scale thermometer that records beyond 100 C.

Place a teapot of weter.bn the burner, and place thermOmeter in water so
that it can be read. (Note temperature of water.)

Light burner.and tiring water to boiling, point. (Note temperature.)

Allow water to continue boiling for 10 minutes. (NOte, temperature

Which temperatUre readings show sensible heat?

temperature readings show latent,. heat?

What is the boilipgpoint of. water?

A

7

8

4

2



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

4 0-

I I

Self
Assessrnent

MATCH THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND PHRASES.

l fCel eus scale

2. Fahrenheit scale

040401000401MN0

.400000.14040004MMED

Latent heat

-1.

Latent heat,of fusion

5. . Sensible heat

t4V

4

.A. Changes liquid to gas

B. Changer solid to liquid.

C. .Boiling point 1000.

D. Changing of liquid,to vapor.,

E. Boiling point 2124).

Ae4 .

Latent heat 'of evaporation f F. Freezing point ion Celsius.

Alk

,

7. Temperature of evaporation 0 G. Hidden heat thatchangeliforms
of substances'with changing .

o in temperature.

8.- Condensation H. The boiling point after
adjudtment for pressure.

Evaporation I. The opposite of evaporation.

I

*

J. Heat that can be sensed or
measured.

4

4.

a
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

10.

10
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1141101001W

Post
Assessment

If STRUOTIONAL LEAPINING SYSTEMS

1. The
-point of 2120.

2, The
of 1000.

b.

scale%has a freezing point of .320and a boiling

scale has a freezing point of 0 and a boiling point

3. The exact point at which water boils is determined by the
on the water.

4. Steam is regarded as a
behave by the rules of most gases.

because 'it does not

5. A heat that can bellensed and measuredas called
heat.

6. A hidden
temperature

7. A heat that

0

heat that chRnges water to steam without increasing the

dip called heat.

converts a solid into a liquid is called thetlatent heat of,

8. The exact boiling point where steam is formed is called the tempAature
of.

9.

a
is the opposite of evaporation.

10. The vaporization ot a liquid is called

11

1
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INSTRUe I IUNAL LtAtiNiNo br*i tono

Instr ctor
'Posy Assessment
Answers

4-

1. Fahrenheit

2. Celsius

3. Pressure

4. Vapor

5. Sensible

6. Latent

7. Fusion

8. Vaporization or evaporation or saturation

9. Condensation'

10. Evaporation

4

12

IO

4

0



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING' SYSTEMS

O.

Supplementary
References

or,

* Select own reading material for this package.
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'The apprentice will, be able to
describe types of steam.

1

14.2

STEAM TYPES

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe saturated steam.

2. Describe dry steam.

3. DeScribe wet steam.

4. Describe superheated steam.

5. Describe steam tables.

AL_
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* Read the'goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

* Read the ocabulary list to fin)'new words'that will'be used in package.

* Read the introduction and information sheets.

'J.* Complete the-job sheet.

* Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.
t.
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* Dry saturated steam
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* Saturated steam

* ,Steam tables

* Thermodynamic properties

* Wet steam
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Introduction
Although all steam is formed at the temperature.of evapdration, it will,differ

in its thermodynamic properties. These differences can affect the efficiency of

plant operation unless they are. understood.
_

Some steam has heavy concentrations of suspended water particles which can

create problems for turbine blades. Most plants use superheaters toraise the

temperature of' the .steam beyond the temperature of evaporation. An operator

must understand the .basic types. of steam in, order to deal with its, applications

in power production.. ,

r

'Ii
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Information
Water turns to steam when heated to a 100 C at atmospheric pressure. This

boiling point temperature is the saturation temperature. The saturation

'temperature will vary according to the pressure on the water.

Saturated Steam
I

Saturated steam is.steam at the temperature of saturation or.evaporation. It is

stem that has just undergone cOnl.Persion from the liquid to a vapor state. .

Wet Steam

Saturated steam with particles of water.suspended 'within the steam is called wet

steam.

Dry Saturated Steam

4iSaturated steam without suspended water particles is called dry saturated steam.

/ft

Superheated Steam

Steam cools and starts reverting to water. This creates a wet steam that is

undesirable. To avoid wet steam, saturated steam is heated beyond the

temperature' of saturation. Steam with temperatures higher than saturation

levels is called superheated steam. ,Superheated steam is Used in turbines so

that erosion of blades by wet steam'can be avoided

Steam Tables

The properties of steam will vary with the pressure. Sterm tables have been

developed to show .the thermod namic ro erties of steam at various pressures.

The thermodynamic properties include v lume, latent and sensible heat values,

relationships of heat and pressureand i ternal energy values of steam. Steam

tables are available for saturated and superheated steam; The operator must

know how to read the 'steam tables and interpret the information for practical

1 applications.. The following steam table shows the saturation temperatures under

pressures ranging,from 1/4 pound to.3206 pounds absolute.

16
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c Information
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Assignment
* Complete job sheet.

iomp ete't e se -assessment and check answers.

* Complete the Post-assessment and ask the instructor to check your answers.

O
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ob Sheet
t

011111.M.41/0OWSNIUMIMMIMIMMONIMPINIW

Using a. saturated Steam. table, find the Saturation temperatures at the following

pressures.

1. 14.6 pounds

2. 40 pounds

3. 420 pounds

4. 1600 pouads

5. 3206 pounds

What is atmospheric preasure at,sea level ?,

0 What is absolue pressure?

MMI10,6110.10111011001114411114.0,10110401;1
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Self
Assessment%
Match the following terms and phrases.

1. Saturated steam
4)

2. Dry steam

wt.

p.

.A. Steam with temperatures

higher than temperature of

evaporation.

B. Steam with suspended water

.particles.

3. Superheated steam C. Steam, without suspended water

particles.

4. Wet steam D. Shows thermodynamic 'properties
of steam.

5. Steam tables . E. Steam at temperature of
evaporation.

,ot

9
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E 1.
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A 3.

B 4.
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D 5.
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Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS
4euesselemeeespeweneeweemeneeekilem

1. Where can an ap4rator find the thermodynamic values of steam at various
levels of pressure?.,

2. Why is superheated steam Used for turbine operation?

-risseas...marectr... vc-sx-Azurnoot .4arcrri,c-lubc-cr ...15.1r,1772

3. What is saturated steam called when it has water Palticles suspended within
the steam?

0 4. What is steam called when at the temperature of evaporation?

.5. What is the temperature of evaporation at atmospherid pressure? 15

.4 1
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Instructor
*Post Assessment
Answers

-1MIT7-met.

Steam tabl

2.. Prevent erosion of turbine blades by wet steam.

.P

3. Wet steam

t

4. Saturated steam

100 C

fl

.
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p * Saturated Steam Tables provided by i uctor or from reference library.
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14.3

STEAM TRANSPORT

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
descibe steam transport.

1

/-

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe condensate removal.

2. Describe piping,°pipe insulation,
and valve control.

3. Describe separators and traps.

1.

1

44
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Study Guide
4

* Read the goal, and performelnce indiCators to find what is to be learned from
4 package.

* Read the vocabulary list to find newmords,that will be used in package.

* Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet,

* Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.
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4

Vocabulary
Drip or drain line

Insulation

K value

Steam separator

Steam trap

Thermal conductivity

Watei hammer

r
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Iritrpdtifction

This package briefly describes the movement of steam through piping and

provisions for removing condensate from the steam line. Other packages have

dealt with.the specifics of piping, steam purification and valves. Although
these items are important to OW transport of steam, they will not be repeated in
detail in this package.

41 -
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Information
y

The transportof steam through piping must be carefully controlled. Water must
be continually drained from 'the steam. The presence of water in the steam will
create the-condition kndwn as water hammer. Water hammer can cause an explosion
in the lines and.equipment'damage. Air and car ndioxide must also be removed
from the lines... Drainage must be provide or all types of steam' including
aUperheated steam. Any cooling of the steam produces condensate' which can

damage turbines and other equipment. .Drains anddri0 lines must be installed
at all.points.where condensate is likely to collect.

Drip or Drain Lines

Drip or drain lines should be installed at_natural drainage points such as:

At the ends of mains
* Ahead of risers
1 Ahead of expansion joints gat-bends

Ahead of valves and regulators

A drip leg should be provided at each drainage point. ffhe drij leg should be

the same diameter 40 the pipe. The driplevallows gravity drainage of water

from the steam flow.

Water Haminer

Water hammer is a condition in the line that results in shock waves that

resemble- hammer Allows. It usually occurs in steam lines as' a result, of

condensate in the line. The water or condensate tends to trap pockets of steam.

'The. cooler water :condenses the steam which creates a, pressure pocket.

Equalization of thin pressure pocket causes shock waves in the Pipe.

4
Most water hammer can be avoided by installing drains, drip pockets and, raps to
remove the condeniate from the steam lines. Steam valves should be opened

slowly, with drain valves open, allowing the line to warm up. Hot steam in a

cold line can create condensate and water hammer.

Pipe Tns,ulation,

-J

. Power plant pipe is covered wittrinsulation to prevent heat loss and

condensation. The-insulation is, also a safety feature to protect employees from

getting burns. The material should be of high insulation value and able to

withstand corrosion. Insulation materials are selected on the basis of their

thermal conductivity K value. The K value indicates ttCe amount,of heat that will

48,
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Information
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be transmitted through a material. Since insulation is the exact opposite ofconductivity, the lower the K valuer a material, the better is its insulating.quality. Some common insulating mate ialg and their K values are:

* Plastic foSms .09 - .28K
* Glass fiber .29 7..35 K
* Magnesia, .35 - .42 K'
* Calcium silicate .,37 - .60 K
* Asbestos .37 - .72 K
* Reflective metal .53 - .66 K
* Diatomaceous silica .70 ..- .80 K .'

Valves

Several types of valves are used in the transport of steam. Valves aree'selecte4according to their specific functions in the movement of steam. Valves havebeen discussed in detail in other packages on boiler piping and boiler fittings.

Pipe

There are many types and sizes of pipe in a power plant: Pipe is selected towithstand specific conditions of pressure, temperature and resistance tocorrosion. Pipe construction is.discussed in a package on boiler piping and willnot be repeated here. The selection of the proper diameter pipe and pipematerial is important to safe and efficient operation of a stem plant.

Steam Separators and. Steam Traps

Steam separators remove condensate from steam. They are commonly called steampurifiers. The separators are designed with baffles or centrifugal devices that
separate the water from the steam to prevent water hammer and erosion caused biwet steam.

A steam trap .is a device which removes water from steam separators and steamlines without the. loss of steam. Several types of traps are used for thispurpose.

A more detailedatment of steam purifiers and steam traps is included in thenext. package Wthis sepOi .Steam Purification.

1. ' "
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Assignment

' * Read page 1,

Complete the

Complete the

ak

r.

20-34 in supplementary reference.

self-assessment and check your answers.

post-assessment and have the instructor

0

check your answers.
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Self
Astessment

1. List 3 places where drip or drain lines should be installed?

-

2: 'What causes water hammer in steam lines?

3. How can water hammer be prevented?

4. On insulation materials, what does the K value mean?

5, Which of the following insulation material have the best insulation quality?

* Asbestos .5 K

\\* Glass fiber .3 K

4
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. At end of mains, ahead of risers,- ahead of expansion joints and bends,
ahead of valves and 'regulators.

A

2. Condensate

3. Removing ,condensate from steam lines .and warming up lines before steam.
flow.

Thermal conductivity

5. Glass fiber. The lower value is best.

w.

52
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pott7..
Assessment.

4

Match the following terms and phrases:

1. Water hammer A. Thermal conductivity

2. Drip leg B. Device for removal of water
from separators

3. K value C. Steam purifier

4. Steam trap D. Should be installed at each
drainage point

5. Steam separator E. .Cauaed by condensate in
steam line.
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Instryctor
'Post Assessment
Answers

fl

E 1.

2.

B 4.

C 5.

;re
11

O

14.

4
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References
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* 'Correspondence Course. Lecture 11, Section 2, Second Cl'ass. Steam
Generators. Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.
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SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

SECTION 2

ST,t:AM GENERATION

UALGARY, ALBEAtTA

Correspondence Courses
Power Engineering

STEAM GENERATOR CONTROLS

First Class
Lecture

In order to ensure safe, economical, and reliable operation of the steam
generator, instruments and controls are necessary. The boiler outlet conditions
such as steam flow, pressure, and temperature rest be measured and the quan-
tities of fuel, air, and water must be adjusted to maintain the desired values of
the outlet steam conditions. This measuring and adjusting must be clone contin-
uously (luring the time the boiler is in operation: The subject of the instrument-
ation and control necessary to perform the measurement and adjustment is of
necessity quite complex and extensive and its coverage in this course must be
limited to,,not myc ore than basic concepts,

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT

6In measuring the values of the,vaTiables involvA in the power plant opera-
tion, many differbnt types.of instruments may be used, not only to indicate the
measured value, but also to record the value, usually cantinuously, on a-chart.
'lase instruments pre' also often used, to send signals to control certain flows.

14.3
12.8

The measuring instruments may be located directly at the point where the
measurement is being taken or they may be located remote from the'ineasur(,-
ment point, for example, in a central control room.
4

Some of the inhre commonly used designs of measuring instruments are
described in the following sections.

PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

Pressure is me of the most commonly measured variables in power plant
...

operation,. These pressure measurements include steam pressure, feedwater
pre ure, furnaae pressure, condenser pressure, lubricating oil pros till re and
al ny others.

0

4.
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The Bourdon( tube, the bellows; and the-diaphragm are three devices com-
'monly used to measure pressure, Another device which is sometimes used is
the liquid or mercury filled U -tube used for low pressure work,

The Bourdon tube may be in the form of a C , a spiral, or a helix, In
each case a hollow flattened or oval shaped tube is used, sealed at one end. The
open end is fixed and is connected to the source of pressure while the sealbd end
is free to move. Pressure tends to strateten the tube and the movement of the
free end is a measure of the pressure,

The Bourdon tube types are illustrated in Figs. to 3 inclusive,

C Bourdon Tube

Fig, 1

Helix Bourdon Tube

(1)1.:1-2-11-2)

Spiral Bourdon Tube

Fig 2
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The bellows consists of a chamber which is corrugated in such a way that
it will expand or contract in the direction of its length rather than in the direction
Of its side walls,

The pressure to be measured may be applied to the inside of the bellows,
in which ease it will expand or elongate. Conversely the pressure may be applied

to the outside of the bellows causing it to contract or shorten, The bellows may
also be used to measure the difference between two pressures by applying one
pressure to the inside of the bellows and applying the other pressure to the outside
of the bellows.

1

Fig. 4 is a sketch of a bellows type pressure gage in which the pressure
to be measured is between the bellows and the case.

/OM
Al III/Si Merit

Overload
.*Stop

of lows.

Pr vyair 4. (:orowct on

(Wile at too Sof Ind

Bellows Pressure Gage

Vig.

The diaphragm type of pressure gage.is'used primarily to measure low
pressures such as draft in,a boilerfurnace and it6 nOrmally callimated in inches
of water. It consistE essentially of a non-metallic diaphragni, sometimes called
a limp diaphragm, which, when pressure is applied to it, will distort and either
stretch., compreSs, or deflect a spring.

JO.
( PK - '2:1 1 ---3)
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\%14The principle of operation o thistype is shown schematically in Fig, 5.

CANTILEVER
RANGE SPRING

BEAM
SPACER

LERO BEAM

POINTER ASSEMBLY , POINTER

CULLPHRAGM

4

SCALE

ZERO
ADJUSTMENT

PUSH ROP

PRESSURE OR,
DRAFT CONNECTION

V

Diaphragm Pressure Gage

Fig, 5

For low presSures and drafts (suction), liquid or mercury U-tubes or
variations thereof are sometimes used Depending on the pressure (or suction)
either mercury or a colored oil is used., One end of the U-tube is connected to
the source of pressure or suction, the other to atmosphere. The difference in
the levels of the-two legs represents the Pressure of the suction head in linear
units of the medium being used,' If pressure is measured, the connected leg is
depressed; ifsuction, the leg to atmosphere is depressed, Inclined draft gages
are of this variety,

Connecting one side of the U-tutee to one point of pressure or suction in a
system and the other side to a different point in the same syste-giVes a drop or
differential pressure between the two points.. The instrument thus becomes a
,clifferential pressure v,age and is used for various reading's, such as draft loss
across an air heater,

2, TEM PEItATURE MEASUREMENT

Most power plant operations involve the transfer of heat and resulting
tempprature changes, Therefore, temperature is another of the most commonly
measured variables in the plant, "Examples include steam temperature, Teedwater
temperature, flue gas temperature, oil temperature, cooling water temperature
and many other's,

(PEI )-26*
410
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Temperature measuring instruments used id power plants include glass-
stem thermometers, remote-indicating bulb thermometers, bimetallic thermo-.
meters, and thermoelectric pyrometers.

Glass-stem Thermometers

The principle of operation of this type involves the expansion and contrac-
tion of a column of mercury or alcohol dvie-to temperature changes, The thermo-
meter consists of a thick-walled glats tube
with a small bore and formed into a bulb at
one end, The bulb contains the mercury or d.
alcohol *itch expands or contracts with
temperature changes and so rises or falls

-in the small bore tube, The reference
scale numbers are either etched on the
outside of the glass tube or secured adjacent
to it,

The mercury filled type is more
stable at high temperatures than the alcohol
filled type and is used for temperatures up
to about 300°C and in some cases up to
about 500°C. The alcohol type is better
suited for low temperatures due LO it9S very
low freezing point,

Fig, 6 shows twa-types of glass-
stem thermometers.

- Bimetallic Thermometers

Glass-stem Thermometers-

Fig, 6

The operation of On* type dependkipon the fact that dissimilar 'metals
when heated will exlikand at different rates. The thermometer S made up of two
thin strips Of, (hilly Tnt metals welded together face to fLOce. Nkhen heated, the
strips expand at i fie rent rates causing the assembly to bend as shown in leiog.

DIAICTION Ce
BINDING WITH
TEM etAATVIRi

RIB(

,., I I N VA1
eosin

w*
r

(HrltI

Bimetal Strip

6 0

1,

4

(PEI 11
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' This bending movement is Used to move a pointer thus indicating a temp-
erature change.

.4 ,

Brass and invar, which is an iron nickel alloy, are often used QS the
metals as they have a wide difference in expansion coefficients, briss expanding,
about twenty times more than does invar.

4

p
j

Remote- indicating Bulb Thermometers

In order to obtain greater rotation
of tbe pointer, the bimetallic strip is
usually wound the form of a helix as
shown in Fig. 8,

Helical, Bimetallic Strip Thermometer

Fig. 8

Bourdon Filling
'rube Tube

This type is used where it is desired'
to indicate In. record the temperature at a
location Roma distance away from the point of Bulb
nrusurement The instrument consists of a
bull, a capilltmy tube and a Bourdon tube, all
of which are filled with a gas or a liquid, The
expansionor contraction of the gas or liquid
clue to teperature changes causes movement
Of the Bourdon tube which is linked to the in Remote Rulb TI.yrianometer
Ilicating pointer Or recording pen,

,9 illustrates the principle involved. The bulb, the Bourdon tube and
thiN capillary tulip are filled with liquid through Ow.. filling- tube which is then

I, sealed. Movpmet of the Bowl-don tube 'due to expansion or contraction of the
liquid will cause the pointer to move, Although the capillary Aube shown in the
illuStratiun is quite short, it May. in actual. practice he 15 or even 30 In itt
(1'F,1 -2-1 1

Capillary
Tube

Fig, 9

6

1.



Thermoelectric, Pyrometers
Sg,

Thermoelectric Pyrometer

Fig. 10

The thermoele.ctrip pyromeer shownin Fig. 10, makes,use of a therm.o-
couple which produces In elect cal voltage which varies with temperature changes.

41,
A thermocouple consists of two wires, each made up of a different metal. e

two wires are joined togepher at one end and, if this junction is heated, a.voltage.
is developtx1 a,t, the free. ends of the wires. The high temperature joint is called
the hot judttion and the free ends are called the colq junction.

The voltage produced varies with the temperature difference between the
junctions and this 'voltage is measured by connecting the free ends or cold junction
of the thermocouple to a millivoltmetcr which is calibrated to read in degree's of

'temperature%. A bimetal strip is used to provide compensation for changes in cold
junction temperature.

Various combinations of metals are used to make up the dissimilar wirers,
depending upon the temperatures being nivasured.. For instance, for temyeratures
up to 4000(', one thermocouple wire would be copper and the utile,' (onstantan,
which is an alloy of cdpper and nickel. For temperatureS up to 8500C, the wires
are iron and constantan, tor temperatures to 1100')(' the wires are chronic and
aluiuel, and for temperatii to 1400((: the. wires are platinum and platinum

,'

, FLOW MEA,SUIIIIVIENT

In regard to the flo,w of a fluid in a pipe or other conductor, an he
i11( )W11 that if there is an Increase in 'the fluid's .velocity, then there will he a
corresponding decrease in its pressure:s This is in ,iccordance to Bernoulli's
theorem which States that the 8 um olth(' potential energy, the pressure energy,
and the velocity energy, is nstant for fluid now in a conductor.

Al
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This principle can'be.,used measure floW in a
,

eonstile-,
tion in theliipe:;'The"coilstr.iction:eauSes a velocitY increSeand,correSponciiiig'
preskilire.droNThiskess0:re clrop...will.vary as the varies and the

yaryt flow varies;: 4140 flows, give' high preSsuro.drops acoSs.the
..;, `constriction and .iiCe Ver`sa and the riow,..is.proppytional talthe'sqUare root Of the

pressuye Arbp.produeeckby....the
1

, .

Forsteam flow measurement,. it is customary !o use a thin plate orifice or
nozzle as the.constrictiye deYice.. For Jiquid flow 'meltstireinent.,. it is customary
to use either. a etzle Or'ä venturi tube,'.alihough.Orifice platesare ometimes
used For gas floW'.measurement in a2.pipe, orifice .plates are probably used more
than other. devices. For measurement of airs or:fluegas thrOugh a boiler', drops
aorosS.yariouS sections such as the air heater areconomizer can be ilSed.r. In
some cases this is not feasible and .yenturi .seetins..may be lilt into the .air ducts.

In order to measure the differential across the constriction or primary
element it is necessary to use pressure tapS. The lOcation of these pressiireaps
in relation'to the primary element is.-extremely important. The -manUfaeturer.of
the flow meter equipment will giye exact instructions as the installation of the
primary,element and the exact measurement to be used 'rom the pritnirY element' -.
to the taps, The method of instaliing, these taps. is 'also important if good result''
are to be obtained.

The tap holes should be drilled radially to the pipe and at the exact location
specified by the instrument manufacturer. For gas 'applications, taps should btu
located on the top of the pipe; for liquid or steam, at the side of the pipe.. Under
no conditions should they be located at the bottom of the pipe due to the possibility
of dirt, mill scale, or otheTtleposits. After drilling' remove all burrs and round
all edges inside the pipe. *hen installing the thp, do not allow it, to .project into
the pipe as this will interfere with the flow pattern and cause errors in regard to
t pressure differential being determined.

Fig. 11 shows the arrangement of an orifice plate with pressure taps
while Hg. 12 illustrates the pressure variations produced by flow through an
orifice plate.

14.

Note that, in reference to Fig. 12, the lowest pressure occurs at the
point where the fluid.hh the smallest cross-sectional area and this point is called
the vena contracta. It is located a short distance downstream from the orifice
plate and froth this point the pressure begins to hierV:1SP

WV 1 11
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'11k.1

Flow

Bevel

High Pressure

Orifice Plate with Pressure Taps
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1,0w Pressure

I.0
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Two other types of flow measuring constrictions,' the flow nozzle and the
venturi tube are shown in Figs, 13 and .14 respectively,

Flow Tube Assembly

HIGH .*

PRESSURE

Flow Nozzle

Fig. 13

LOW
PRESSURE

THROAT SECTION

'to

MAIN SECTION.'

y.

Venturi Tube

Fig. 14

The flOw nozzle is much more expensive than the ori ee plate and is more
difficult to install, However, it requires less of a straight p pe.run before and .

alter it thary/
does the orifice pl4te and in addition produces I ss permanent pres-

sure drop.

The venturi tube also 4oduces less permanent presstire'drop than does
the orifice Plate and it has a smoother flow as well. Furthermore, it will, handle
607., more flow with the same pipe size and the sa nye pressure difference. than
will the orifice plate, llowever, the venturi is heavy and bulky and very expensive.

WEI-2-11-10)
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LEiy EL MEASUREMENT

Level mea`Surements 'required in power plant operation include boiler water
level, condenser hot'well level, fuel tank level, storage water tank level, .etc.

A commonly used device which indicates visually the level in it tank or
vessel is the gage glass. Another visual indicator is the float-weight device
which uses a float attached to, a weight by means of cables and pulleys. The 'float.
is positioned within the tank while the weight hangs outside-adjacent to a scale
which is marked with units of level. Still another .method of indicating level is to
blow air at a given point below the surface of the liquid and then measure the
pressure of the air balanced by the head of liquid.

To provide indication of level that On be used to generate.a signal for
control systems, other methods are used su as the float cage or, more usually,
some form of differential pressure gage such s a float manometer.

Float Cage Units

In this type, the float cage or float chamber is' mounted on the outside-of
the-pressure vessel and is connected at the bottom to thy liquid space bf the ves-
sel and at the top to the vapor space of tile vessel. As a

th

4]

'result, the float within
cage will rise and fair

h the liquid level in the
ve sel and this movement

in be used to operate a
,alve or to vary a control
signal.

Fig, 15 shol,vs the
arrangement of a float ca f
unit which operates evel

Float ('age Unit va

Fig, 15
Note that with this

type, the float cage is
under the same prisure
that exists in the vesSel,
therefore, SOMV type of a
seal must he e( (1 at the
point where the float arm
extends from the float
cage.

WE 1 -2- 1 I.-1 I)
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VIMrential Pressure Gage

In this type, a mercury manometer, such as thiit shown in Fig. 16, is con-
.

neted to the pressure vessel, The top connection from the vessel has a reservoir
which maintains a constant head in the' high presstIre line of the manometer. The
lower connection from the vessel has a vf......aing head due to the rise and fall of
the level in the vessel and this varying head inpapplied to the low pressure side of
the manometer. This varying head will cause a rise and fall in the mercury level
in the manometer and thus cause movement of the float. This movement is then
used to vary a control signal,

t. COW* C K.1 - 1,, ye,

(PE 1-2-11-12)

Float Type Manometer

Fig.
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I Fig. 17 shows the arrangement applied to a steam boiler.

Crone-section
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Fig, 17

In Adition to the abOve methods, steam boilers frequently use thernm
hvdraufte and thermo-expansion devices to provide level control signals and
these latter devices will be discussed undethe heading of feedwater control.
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CONTROLLERS, TRANSMIT 1'Ort ACTUATORS

The basic components Qf a 'control system can generally be considered as
the controller, the transmitter and the 'actuator.

The controller is equipped -\% ith a sensing device which recognizes changes
in the controlled-variable such as steam ptessure, steam flow, temperature, etc.
The controller responds to these changes by sending out varying pneumatic or
electric-electronic output signals. These varying output signals are then res-
ponded to by actuators or positioners which cause movemeInt of valves, dampers,
etc,

in many cases, a transmitter is used to _sense the changes in steam pres-
sure, etc., rather than the controller, This transmitter then converts these
changes into varying signals, either pneumatic or electric-electronic and trans-
mits there signals to the controller which is usually located some distance aw-ay.
In this case the controller would not be equipped vOth a sensing device as the
scnSing is being (tone by the transmitter. The transmitter signal is also used to
operate indicating and recording instruments, normally located in a.central.con,
trol room, which then*show changes in the value of the steam pressure or other
controlled variable.

CI N
CON 1 f i01
li()CM1

I INDICA1(111 N. III 001111.11,
. (;(1N fi( )1 I III

I !HAWAII! t I H
A ACTIJAT Ott

Simple Control tkrangement

1.1g, 1H

(1)1.:L2-11:--1.1)

IS shows a simple pressure
control system where changes in the pres-
sure within the pipe is sensed by a trans-
mitter. The transmitter signal is sent to
a controller and also to in indicator and
reemNler IC)cated in the control room, The
controller, Which is located-adjacent:to
the control valve, causes the :wtuator to
operate the valve in accordance to the
pressure' changes within the pipe,

I
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A system which is used more often than that in Fig. 18 is shown in Fig. 19,

CENTRAL
CONTROL
ROOM

po

TO AND
FROM

'OTHER
LOOPS

INDICATOR, CONTROLLER
& RECORDER

T TRANSMItT ER
A ACTUATOR

Central Control Arrangement

Fig. 19

In the system in Fig, 19 tlie controller, indicator and recorder arc all
located in actentral control room where they receive the transmitter signals. The
controller in turn sends a signal to the actuator to operate the valve in accordance
to pressure changes in the pipe.

With this method, the operator is able to make adjustments to the control
lel' without leaving tlw control room. Anoth(\r advantage is that the controller is
located in a clean environment where ambient temperatures and vibration are not
extreme.

As mentioned previously, the control signals or impuhles' tay be pneu-
tnatie or they may be electrical or eleotronle. The advantage of one system over
the other depends upop the application reopirement. The pneumatic signal is
much ;lowe than the electrival-elect ronic signal an(1 for long distances the trans-
mission speed may be very important.

The first cost of a fineurnatie system, however, is much less than an
electronic system. The power output front :t pneumatic controller is sufficient to
(rirectly drive an actuator while the output from an electronic controller is a con--
trol signal only and therefor( the actuator must have*a separate power source
which may be [tumult:We, electrical Or cylectrie hy(1raulie.

J (PE 1 -11 1.5)
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CONTROLLERS

On-Off Controller
o

1

A simple sketch of the most basic of controllers appears in Fig. 20,

?IT 100 kPa
Controller
Output *.

On-Off Controller.

Fig. 20

The unit shown in rig. 20 is a prreunudic type and is known as an on-off
controller The sensing device which is not shown in the sketch, provides the
input .error imotion w.hich, depending upon whether the value of the measured;
variable is above or below the set, point, will cause the flapper to he either held
against the nozzle or away from it. If the flapper is held against the nozzle then
the output from the controller %ill be at a maximum. Conversely, if the flappert
is held away From the no/fle, then the output from Oh controller \yin Is' :11 a

Mini IIM ni .

Proportional Controller

The on -oft controller sketched in Fig. 20 only reeopmized whether the meas-
ured variublewus ;thove or holow the set point and therefore it controlled bv .
nie;ins of an on-of l cycle, To eliminate this cycling .a proportional controller,.
such as that sketched in Fig. 21, can he used, '

proportionid controller riot only reCognizes whether the measured'
variable it above or holm 'the set point, hut it also takes into account the amount
that the tneusured v:irinItIc is above or below the set Imiint,

0
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Feedback Negative Feedback
Motion Bellows .

20 100 klkt Controller.0..----0.:
----s. Output

Input
Error
Motion

Gain
Adjustment

Proportional Controller

Amplifier

140 kPa Air
Supply

Fig, 21'

Referring to Fig, 21, the controller sensing device, not shown in the
sketch, produces the input error motion in either direction according to whether
the measured variable is above or below the set point, For example, if the
measured variable is pressure then the. sensing-device could be a Bourdon tube
and on an inereYse in pressure the Bourdon tutee will moveIthe flapper toward
the nozzle, This will cause an increase in controller output pressure, At the
same time this increased output will act within the negative feedback bellows
which will expand and re-position the flapper in a direction opposite to the
original motion, The resulting effect of this is that for every 'value of the meas-
ured variable there is one andonly one clearance between flapper and nozzle and
Only one controller output pressut`e,

fro
The term ." proportional gain "or "gain is used to denote the ratio 0(

the change' in controller output to the change in the measured variable. To
illustrate, it the measured or controlled vaitbl'e ehang.es in the amount of 100(7,
of its range and this causes a 100`,..; change in the controller output, then the gain

is NO or a (..)11(); change in the controlled variable Calie:. a 100';
Change in controller output -then the gain is 101)

,A limitation of a proportional controller is that it.cannOt entirely
error and return the variable to the set point, There will always be a difference
between the new corrected- value of the variable and the set point and this difference
is known as "offset ",

(1)F1..,, 11-171
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This offset and the effect of gain upon the offset Is shown in Fig, 22,

Load (Steam Flow) Proportional Gain I

Set Point Offset ..

Pressure

Fuel.Valve Position

Time

.load (Steam Flow) Proportional Gain 2

Set Point Offset

Pressure

Fuel.Valve Position

Time

Controller Offset

Fig. 22

It raf be seen by comparing the two graphs in Fig. 22 that increasing the..
gain of the controller will reduce the offset but will not eliminate it. If the\gaiO
is increased t3o much in an effort to further reduce the offset then oscillation or
hunting of the system will occur.

Plus Integral (Reset) Controller/
'1'he offset hf the system can be eliminated by the addition of the integral

Or reset device to the proportional controller, This integral device causes the
proportional' action of the controller to repeat itself until the controlled variable
returns to its set point, In other words the integral or reset device keeps in-
creasing the controller output until the variable is at the set point once again,

A proportional plu$ reset controller is shown schematically in Pig. '23,

7,1
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Positive
,Feedback

Motion

Input Eliot.
Motion

egative
Feedback
Motion

t

Integral
Adjustment
Restriction

Controller.
Output

Amplifier

Gain varied by
Nozzle Position

Air
Supply

Proportiomd-Plus Integral (Reset)

, Fig. 23 Ato

Tile controller in Fig. 23 is in effect a proportional controller to which has
been added an adjustable restriction and a positive feedback bellowt. positive
feedback' bellows provides the reset action while the negative feedback bellows
provides the proportional action.

The; operation of the controller is ;IS follows: When the..vari Iple is at the set_
pOint the pressure in both bellows is the same, say 35 kl)a. if th variable
ceasesahove the.set point the controller sensor, not shown, will love the flapper
toward the nozzle. The controller output will increase to say 12 kl'a and this
sure will also exist in the negative bellows and will for allhot time exceed that in
the positive bellows. However, clue to the air passing through the restiol,iction, the'.
pressure in the positive or reset bellows will also inere;tse and the flapper
moved toward the nozzle.again causing a further illereaSe in controller okttputotr
say ,)c.) k This further increase will return the variable to. the set point iLiol,the
flapper will mote 1%,%,';ty from the nozzle once again which will reduce
output to say 18 awl the vaniajile will be maintained at the set point,... ."

0 ,
lhe,t.thoVe operation is .shown graphicall% tit Fig. 2.1 where Ai

and i'V is the process variable, say steam pres,snre.
4.
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35 lc Pa

- PV

42 kPa

55 kl'a

is* Y.. or.

48 kPa

Time

Proportional Plus 'Reset Aetion

Fig. 24

The same situation it shown in Fig, 25 inoireference to boiler load, boiler
pressure' and fuel vane opening,

Propartiorta! Plus Reset Boiler Con 01

ct

1.4,i, 25

to many: case, the yariable.*94..inerasiipt:i.kierease from. the set point
, Very ,rapidly:dat an. inereasingi,ta /..::,,Uorin.'stithei!, if all load is,suddenly lost.
!..'"frora bOiler:then the vartatAC'.:;tet 'pre,''istKe..i,ivin:',ititreasel-above the set point.

rapidly $nd iriereasing. rate., W.!1161 fuel valve controller
output irtu_st be increased oveU'littil1&, th1111:/citbi/ach4iv(!c.lby the propor4ual mud

reset action. Thisturther incre.a.sejs p'oVidet1, (rurtl action,
ti
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Derivative

,
or rate action:is a' mode of CoritrOl that provides an output from

the controller that is .proportional to the rate,of chanke of the deviation from the
set point,

0
To add derivative aation to a proportional plus,-reset controller it is

necessary only to add arestrictiOn in 'the'air line tolhe feedback bellows, -as
shown in Fg, 26, ,

Derivative
AdjustMent:.

dontroller:
`output.

Amplifier

.(;lain varied by Nozzle

Proportional Plus IteSct PluslDerivative Controller
P.

F:ig, 26

Po,ttion

Air
::Supply

,' IP

to Fig, 26. When the..v...ariable'deviates froni,the set point the
'llapper. is Toyed by theeontrOler senscie., not shown, toward the:niwzles The
derivative or.raterestrtffl on.,cauSes7ia time .delay in the action of the negative
feedback. bellows Which .allows for an inedi ate awl:lrge- i ncreascA n epntro I ler
(*iutputs Then-as the otktput pressure seeps through the rate restriction., the
negative leolOckbellows repositions the flapper giving proportional actions Re-
set action by the p.ositive feedback bellows.'S further delayed.bv -the reset or
integral restriction,

The fitin1 result. of a proportio.nal plus reset plus rate-controller is 0
qui,eker return to tlw set point because the controller output causes the final eon,. trot e.lernent,.suCh as. a fuel. valve, 1.O.move.further in the' retwired direction than
if only -proportional ,plats eset action was used and thi's 1§.Illustrated by the grnph
in Fi.g: 27.

(I)I.:1 ::- II 21).
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Derivative
Action

7

IntegrelPlus
Proportional Action

ProportionalPlus-
. Derivative Action.

Time

Proportional Plus Reset Plus Rate Action
Fig. 27

Y4

2. TRANSMITTERS

The iransmitte.r is a device which measures the controlled variable andconverts this measurement into a standard transmission signal such as 20.to100 kPa pneumatic or 4 to 20 mili:imps electrical. This signal is then sent toa controller as well as to recording and indicating instruments..

Pressure Transmitters
I I

The sensor, T. measuring element, of most pressure transmitters is sometype of bellows, Bourdon tube Or diaphragm and the basic mechanism of-a
pneumatic pressure transmitter is the flapper nozzle assembly.

4
A pre SS111' tralltinlitter is shown schematically in Fig. 28.

.
In the transmitter in Fig. 28 when changes in the measured pressure occur

1,1
the in'easuring bellews will move the flapper imrelation to the nozzle. This wigchange the output pressute or signal from the transmitter. 'The feedback hello s,which is acted upon by tlic output pressure,,, repositions the flappet and in this waythe outpu.tis kept in proportion to Ow measured variable.

i .

(PEI -2, I I -22)
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Input --IP-
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Bel lows
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POWER
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Output

.

Pneumatic Pressure Transmitter

Fig, 28
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The electronic pressure transmitter in Fig.. 29 consists of a movable
beam, detector, oscillator, magnet unit and Bourdon tube'sensor. If the pressure
being measured is at a minimum then the gap between the beam and the detector

.coil will also be at a minimum. As a result the inductive reactance' in the detector
coil will be at a maximum and therefore the output from the oscillator will be at
a minimum value (4 ma ). When the measured pressure increases, the Bourdon
tube will move the beam away from the detector coil thuts reducing the inductive
reactance and increasing the transmitter output; This output current passes
through the magnet unit which exerts an upward force upon the beam that opposes
the force of the Bourdon tube. This magnet unit can be compared tb the,feedback
belloW's in the pneumatic transmitter in Fig. 28.

The zero spring and span adjustment are used for calibrating purposes.
When'the value of the controlled variable is at minimum the zero spring adjust-
ment is used to adjust the detector gap so that the transmitter output is also at
minimum. As the controlled variable varies over a desired range, the trans-
mitter output varies from minimum to maximum due to the span adjustment.

Level Transmitter

POWER
AMPLIFIER

go, 0 tput

(PI., I '2. 1 I -21)

Pneumatic I ',evel Transmitter

;10
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Fig. 30 shows a schematic' sketch of a pneumatic level transmitter which
uses a float to move the flapper as the level varies. This changes the transmitter
output and the feedback bellows repositions the flapper to keep the output propor-

4

Flow Transmitter ).
7

The pneumatic flow transmitter shown in Fig. 3 uses an orifice plate to
produce a pressure drop which varies with flow and a bellows type sensor to
measure the pressure drop. 40

ileum:Me Flow Transmitter

:i I

The bellows moves the !apper in relation to the nozzle thus varying the
transmitter output. The feedback bellows maintains the proportional action,

te,

Pl, I I --:!'01
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Temperature Transmitter

Pneumatic Temperature .Transmitter

Fig, 32

Fig, 32 is a schematic diagram of a pm:mid:die temperature transmitter,
The thermometer bulb causes a varying pressure within the Bourdon tube as the
temperature changes, 'The Bourdon tube moves the flapper in relation to the
nozzle and the output is maintained in proportion by the feedback bellows,

3, ACTUATORS

A Otuitnrs n N. the device:; which receive the output signals. from the con-
trodllers am] convert these control signals tliknechanical motion in order to
operate valves, /anipers, etc.

Actuators may be classified according to the type of signal they receive-
pneumatic:orelectrie, They may also be classified according to the method used
to convert to mechanical motion and this method of conversion inay hi' either
pneumatic or some form of electrlssysteni,.' A. further elassificatia of actuators
has to do with ttie type of mechanical Motion which they produce,, rotary or linear,

(1)1,;1-24--11-'2,G)
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Connection 4
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Piaphragm
ctUator
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Steel Body

Brtiech
Block
Closure

Diaphragm
Diaphragm

Plate
Spring

Yoke
Adjusting

Screw
Position
Indicator

Stem

Carbon steel or
Chrome-moly ends
Welding or Flanged

Diaphragm Actuat

Fig. 33

Fig, 33 shows a pneumatically operated diaphragm actuator which pro- "
(lures a linear motion to operato a valve. In operation, this Avtuator receives
an nir, pressure signal from a controller through the air pressure connection
above the diaphragm. Usually the air signal ranges in value from 20 to 11,t(lk.Pa
depending upon this. value, the actuator diaphragm will move the valve a e Hain
amount. In moving downward,_ the diaphragin.Vorks against a spring whit
returns the diaphragm when the signal pressure reduces, The adjusting screw
allows for setting of the spring compression and it is usually adjusted sothat the
valve stem. just starts to move wheti the signal pressure is at the niiiiinium of

k lob
.

NormIdly the position of the valve depends upon the control signal. flow-_
ever, due to valve stem friction orpocess variations, the position of the valve'
may tend to d&viate,from that desired. If thiS is the case, a positioner is .usually

. 14.used, in conjunction with the actuator.

I
4
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Basically the positioner is an amplifier takifig the !ontrol signal at low
pressures and using a higher pressure air supply to mova the actuator according,
to variations in the control. signal. 44,

A schematic arrangement of apositioner appears in Fig. 34.

reS iCti On

.)4^

140 kPa
air supply

nozzle .;
.

control
sioal

flapper

Positioner Arriangement

Fig, 3.1

diaphragm

valve stem

c.,

\Vith this arr;ingunient the control signal is applied-to a bellows %hich
positions a flapper in relation to a noz.1e, An increase in control signal pes-
sure %%ill move the flapper closer to the nozzle 'causing the nozzle prOssilre to
increase and dowimard-movcinent of the valve stern results. As the Valve stern
moves dm+ n\\ ard the flapper is moved away Irvin lin. no/vie giving proportional
action and stabilizing the valve wovetrient. if valv(4, stem movement is. prevented
due to friction' -0.r other cause, the nozzle presstie will continue to increase
until the, resisting force is'overcome,

9 "1,111......

A schematic diagram of ;ii electrohydraillic positioner-atAuator appears
in vig. In this tYe the control signal is electric and the Mechanical move-

'lineal is linear and is priInced by hydraulic action on a piston.

s

0
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Referring td Fig. 35, the electric motor runs continuouslydrivinethe oil
pump which produces a high pressure flow of oil through the nozzles N1 and N2,
The control signal is applied to a force coil and on an increase of signal the coil
will move within the core surrounding; it, This moves the beam and restricts
nozzle NI causing a buildup a pressure above the piston. As the piston moves
down, the feedback cam allows the beam to be reposA toned.' If the signal decreases6t
noz2.1e N2 will be restri ed. and the piston will move Upwardly. The povement
of the piston rod can be used to position a 'cralve, damper etc. i

FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEMS

Most shop-aoembled boilers in the,lo er capacity range and the lower
operating pressure riinge are .equipPed with 's f-contained feedwater systems of
ithdthermo-hydrauli or t q.mo-expansion typ s. For higher capacity boilers
and those operating htt.'hi her prdssures, a pne matic or, electrically operated
feedwater control syltem is used.. These may e single, two, or three element'

_types. -

Thero-hydraulic Regulator

This system consists essentially of a feedwater regulating valVe which is
actuated by a generator. The geneigt4or consists of two tubes, one within the
(Altera. The Ciuls of the inner tube are connected to the steam and water spaces
of tlurt4oiler thus the level of water in the inner tube,wiJ1 A6e the same as the
boiler drum level. The outer tube is connected at the bottom to a bellows on
the lee( \:I Le I, rt'gulating; valve!

To put the regulator into. operation .the outer tube and the bellows at* ti lied
\vit.') water and spaled Off. In operation the heat from the steam,..in the upper pot.-

. lion of the inner tube causes 11w surrounding water in the outer tulDito Hash to
steam, foreinv, Water down into the bellows until the water levels in the inner and
outer tube's are equal. Thiswill cause the bellows to expand and open IlicTeed-
water valve in direct proportion to the water level in the generator.

11 the water level in the boiler and therefore, ill thethiner tube riscs, some
1)1 the :;lentn in the outer tube will cowl/Attie Win,dnerease the pressure in
the bellows. As.a result the fvedwater valve will Close in proportion.

Vige :it; shows the arrangement of the fiwrinO-hydraulie r

(1)E1 1-30)
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Outer
Tube

Normal Water Level

Inner Tube

Mow
down

Feedwater
Regulating Valve

Thermo-hydraulic Control

--1The:rnio-calansion ltegulator
r .

This regulator consists essentially-of ?t-tube mounted on a rigid 'beam. The
tithe is connected to the steam and water spaces 14 thehoilpr, the wfiter.level ire
the tube thus varying with the water level in the boiler.

Upon a dkop of water level in the boiler, the water will also drop in the
tube thus .exposing Inore,oit:its length to high temperature steam. This Caures the
tube to lengthen due to expansiim. and this movement is transmitted by a linkage
to40feedwater regulating; valve causing it to of When the water level increases,
the tube will contract due'to the effect. of the comPar.ptivelycool wate This
mOvenient will tend to close the regulating valve..

1'1
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Single Element Feedwater Control
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14.
*.

Fig, .37 .

4

Referring to the single eliquent control in Vig. 37, the drum .level trans-
mitter sends :1 signal to the. controller which awdlics proportional-Nus-integral
aytion according to the difference between the drum level sighal and tau' set point
and thus the rfh.sition of the feed Water valve is chaiiged.

This type of control will maintain a constant drum level for slow load
changes. Mit (luing more rapid changes it \Yin not compensate for s\vell or
shrinkage, 1,0:1(1 increases.create sxy11 \ hich causes the single element control
to see an increased' druni\\ ater l(Svel. This results iii the control reducing fec(I-
\\ at('r llo\\,\\ hen, it)st end, 'an increased blow is. required because. of the increased
,((%;1111.1.1()\\' I Mil 111(. holler, C' ('r53'1\', .101d 11('Cre:IS('5 :41111.111Sne SO the

control \\ ill :iet, ;t lt,\ (ICtitti level ;10(1 will ;01nit large ;tmourits of vatey into the
boiler which are not. required due to decreas(id steam !Tow.

(1)1,',1 -2-1 l--32) 0
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Two Element Feedwater Control
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1

Two Element.Cotttrol

Fig. 38

t

0

t

O

The two eje"tnent control' n Fig. :38 measures 811(1 140s))08(1s to two vari-

1 J aides, steam flowand drum led'el, Tile steam flaw Measurement- maintains feed-
, .

water flow proportional to steam flow and the drum level measurement corrects
for any imbalance hetwen water input and steam output, In this way, the control
call make the necessary adjustments to cope with.th( .swell and shrinkage charne-

J teristies of the holler.. t .

Three-- Element Feedwater Control

The three elPment control in 14 39 incorpOrates steam flow measure- v.

. merit, feedwater flow measurOment, and ('rum level measurement, The steam
flow nieasuremept provide :6,18 set point for the steam flow-w:tter flow controller,.

...:,FccAlek Is ptilloiffrd by the feedv,rater flow measurement and fer4water flow is
olfitched to steam flow, Drtini tewel measurelilek keeps the level in the drum
from varying due to fkiw motvr errors, blowdown, etc.

e
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COMBUSTION CONTROL, SYSTEMS

. team flow
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.

'the ecitnbution Liirocess-in tholiOfl r puist. r.ei_culated,,4n
,

:Inc(' to the:dein:1nd for steam fr1)1)1 till'(` stearn:iternand
then so !Unt the combustion incri!.ase, in ordei'. to RI:tint:alp-the r'ecintrodSteatn,I.,.

.nres tettitt; letruind drops.;.thc*.;tiie coMbu;it.ign-.of fuel
MUM; 1'e.'reduce4i4 ecordi ngly

Combustion i regulated by'eiintrolling fl $1 flow ati(tair.:11Ow into Ole'
furni,i've ;Ind the Ihiw of comjniStion produi"ts 'out of the fit-ritaiet,>;:;. In addition to
makinr,. s,ltre that stiffly! elit.";Iiel .01nd adinitted-the eOtr.t).ol.mti4t:
the proper ratio of air tO'llisel in'..order to achieve 'Safe. and efficient

.

MINS tiO contolsVslopts .,(qtrt lie vnteKoriv.ed as on -off, .121,..)sitictning,
andi.thcLeLiztjg.' . .

.54

(PISI-J:1 I 1173,1)
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On-Off Control

4

On-off-control systems, also called two position systems, are fojand only
ou firetube and small watertube boilers; The main control element is a.bellows
operated switch Which is activated by ,the boiler steam pressure', Whenthe pres- .

sure drops to a preset " cut-in "value the pressure switch starts up the Oraft.
. fans and the burner, When the boiler presSure reaches a preset "cut-out " valUe
then theiiressiimswitch shuts down the boiler again,

The -main disadvantage of thi,' system is that the .laciiler operation is in-
efficientillus the fact thr4 boiler pr tire' varies 'appreciably between the "cut -in "
and the ",cut --out " point,

°nit Control

iis system, Is in the on-off control, steam prcsure is the measured
lriable,1 The master controller responds: to chahges in steam pressuri. by

s,positioning draft dampers and fuel valve by means of actuators-jn order to rutin-.
ttitithe'firing aeCOrdance to boiler load,

the:nost simple.arrangemcnt of positioning-control is to have the master
,ctintroller 'operating a jaekiiliaft.,,....:The jackshaft is linked to thedamper and"wthe1 .

-.; . ,.fuel valve and op: rates these in parallel, .(
.. -.

4

. a
.

.

. .
. .

Another simple arrangeliipit -i.s. to have the mater controller send a
;iignal in.parallel to the (kimpel..actuiftOi--and,to thl, fuel valve actuator, This

.

arraagement-canbe iiiwroved.by liicludirr, niantial air/fuel ratio adjustment,
0 a

,..?.,

Parallel PoSition,ing Arrangement

I to.
per,. is..io

'..leig;-.10.4,,tii.ss,thetli.ree positioning
control arrangeinenfs',Iii4(iSeriti.ed above,

.

w: a

LIP' 1 2-- 1 1 -415)h.
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Metering Control

,In the m (tering cotitrol system. the' eontroller sends signals to the
fuel Valve and draft dampers as was dOne in the positioning system. 'However,-

with metering control these controller signals art modulated Vn accordance to
actual fuel and air. flows.Which are measured or metered. In this way an optimum

fuel /air ratid.can be maintained over the-entire: operating range,

The metering control; system may be arranged in series or parallel. A

6 black .diagraM of a.series arrangement is shown in Fig. 41.
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Referring to Fig. 41, on a change in boiler prettsUre the master lontroller
signal will change causing the airollow controller to adjust damper position by
means of the damper actuator, The air flow transmitter will sense the change in
air flow and a feedback signal will be sent back to the air flow controller, The
same signal will be sent through the air/fuel ratio adjustment to the fuel flow
controller which will reposition the fuel valve by-means of the fuel valve actuator.
The fuetilow transmitter senses the change in fuel flow and a feedback sillmal is

sent. to the fuel flow .controller. The amount that the fuel flow changes with a
change in air flow depends upon the air/fuaratio adjustment.

The parallel system of metering control is more commonly used than is
'the series system because it offers greater response to load changes since air
and fuel flow corrections are made simultaneously,

A block diagram of a simple parallel system appears /n Fig. 42,

Fuel flow
transmitter

f- urti f ow
controller

1

LIrI_um.,

ow
ontr 01

ve

Stearn-pressure
transm It ter/contr oiler
with setpoint

.4111

F. u el flow
demand
signal

F uel/air
ratio
adjustment Alr- Ilow

demand
shmal

A Ir- flow
transmitter

Airflow
controller

A 1,- flow
control
drive

Metering .Control Parallel Arrangement

rig. 42

Referring to Fig. 42; if the steam pressure decreases from the set point
of the\steam pressure transmitter/controlle then this controller will transmit
a demand signal to the air flow. controller which compares the new air flow
Fluff renient with the Metered feedback 'signal from the air flow transmitter. The
resulting corrective output signal is sent to the air flow control drive which
opens dampers' or increases fan speed until the actual air flow matches the
dernand.-signal..:At the Sainetime the signal from the steam pressure transmitter/
controller is also being received by the*fuel flow controller which compares the

new fuel flow requirement with the metered feedback signal from the fuel now
transmitter; 'It'he resulting correetiv.e output signal is sent to the fuel flow control
drive which adjusts the fuel valy4, until the actual fuel flow matches the demand
signal.

,

4

f ;
(1)F,1 --2-1 1 -37).
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Combustion Control Arrangements

It is necessary that the amount of combustion air be proportioned to the
r.

amount of fuel being burned and this proportioning on be done manually or auto-
matically, The amount of air supplied must be over and above that required for
theoretical perfect combustion in order to assure that sufficient oxygen contacts
all the Wel, This air is referred to as excess air and it' must be kept to a mini-
mum otherwim boiler efficiency will decrease, Conversely if insufficient excess
air is suppliMthen incomplete combustion will result giving lower boiler efficien-
cy as well as.thc formation of combustible products that can present an explosion

,hazard in the boiler furnace and passes.

In order to determine the amount of air required for varying boiler loads,
three basic guides are used for control systems. These are steam flow-air flow,
fuel flow-air flow, and gas analysis.

1, Steam Flo Air Flow
5.

V

As mentioned in the previous section, the przportion-of air tO fuel
(air/fuel ratio) is extremely. important as far as boirer efficiency and safety Ji're
concerned, The most direct way to determine whether the air and the fuel ar
in the correct amounts would be to measure° the fue'l flow and the air flow and' to
adjust them when necessary in order to maintain the correct ratio, _However,
with certain types of fueli such as coal, it is diffiedlt to measure fuel flow, In
these cases, the steam flow is measured and is used as an indiOtion of fuel con -
sumption or heat allsorption. The air flow is also measured and is maintained in
a certain ratiowith the steam 1.10\, In this way a rati is indirectly maintained

...Imitwpeti the:air flow and the fuel flow, 4.

1 block diagram of a steain flow. air flow..eombustion control system is
shown i Fig. 3,

Control syi'mls used in rig, I3 are defined. in Table

ltelerring to Fig. 1;3; upon a chang( in boiler pressure, the steam pres-
sure transmitter will simultaneously signal a change in both.fuel flow and -air
flow through the steam pressure contro.lier',and boiler master eOntroller, The
eorrect air/fuel ratio is maintained by the coifilaistion controller which receiVes
signals riAn the steam flu* transmitter and the air flow transmitter,
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Fig. 43
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(ploy
control)\
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(analog control)with bias

t (X) Power device (valves, drives, etc.)

Control Symbols

Table 1

4

4%11k A change in the air flow to the furnace4Pill cause a change in furnace

draft arid the furnace draft. controller will change tht. uptake draft to maintain the

correct furpace draft.

(PEI- '2.-11-39)
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2 ..Fuel Flow Air Flow

Thefuel flow - air flow system can be,used where it is practicable to
measure the .fue flow to the furnace; as well as the air flow. These measure-
ments can then be used to maintain the correct air/fuel ratio..

. 44 is block diagram of a fuelflow-air flow control system for a
dual fuel boiler which can burn oil or gas separately or together.

t

Steam Gas Air
Pressure Flow Wow l 1 Flow
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I
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1.._Combustion
Controller -
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i
Demand

Fuel Flow

Fuel Flow AirFlow
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i.
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{
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AirHov1[
Control 4

FirriF low
Error

[Fuel f low
Control

\ ',

4-

i ( x ) \ /100 \ 7t(*) \ / ) \ ,
I arced Draft I ,II, 011 Con1r01 GaS Control AtorPir."14 /team

D.11111)VI Control D r t ve yafv.e Valve Valve.

Ste,rn
Pret sure

Differ tirioai. AP

Fuel Flow = Air Flow Controli (Babcock and Wilcox')

In the system in Fig. 61÷, the fuel and air flows arc controlled ,according
to changes in boiler stean-vressure .The steam pressure transniitter signals
through the boiler master to both the forced draft fan control and to the fuel eon-
trol valves. The fuel flow is then readiustdd to mlitain correct air/fuel ratio
by the fuel/air controller. : .

4110 ,
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AP

.44

*.i. (;as Analysis
.i

Gas'analyzers can be used to mailtain correct air-fuel ratios. Pine gas. r

sample:3 artredntinuotislyiinalyzed and indicatiOns au made of the a notmts ot
oxygen and combustibles present in the flue gas. aheyercntage of oxygttn.in the-
fluegas relates to the air/1(Tel ratio an' a signal frmi the analyzer can he used ,
for controlspurposes in adjusting _the air flow to: he furnace.

A block diagram illustrating; syslem of combustion control using a gas
analyzer appears in Fig. 45._. -
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The system in Fig. 45 is for a eyelbne furnaCe fled boiler'. On a change
in firing rate demand due to -a change rn boiler pressure, a signal change is sent

,to the coal feeder speed control and to the cyclontr air damper: The air flow is
-.readjusted to maintain the ,correct air/fuel ratio by,a signal from the flue gas
oxygen analyzer.

1 t.

et
A new concept for a combustion control guide is megawatt generation-air

flow, ;he megawatts gene.rated represent a direct index of heat input to the unit
and this system is morq accurate than the Steam flow-air flow system as the
relationship of steam flow to heat input can be affected by ehanges to feedwater or
steam temperature. This is because a variation of either temperature necessi=
tates more orless transfer of heat to each pound of stqam. Thi,e megawatt gerier-
ation-air flow method is now beipg applied in new boiler instrumentation and con-..trol systems for steam electric generating plants.

t

STEAM TEMPERATURE CONTROL

In the case of -steam generators which produce superheated steam, it is II
necessary to maintain the temperature of the superheated steam at a constant
value, The following reasons make this particularly important when superheated

.steam iv)used to drive a turbine.'

Turbines are designed to operate most efficiently under. set'
conditions of temperature.'

,Steam ternperatuve-changes will cau:oe different011 xp;Jnsion
, contraction be-tween the turbine rotor and,the turbine casinii.,

1,:xissive ise in stvam temiwrattire will cause weakening of
metals used in both the superheater and the turbine.

Excessive drop in steam temperature will result in condcivation.
taking pricy in the turbine low pres!-alno stairs with subsegtilent
blade crostini and loss of efficitmey.

3.;

I.

main probloi 'in steam temperature control is to maintaln the same
tinni Mt t eniPe attn. e !it both high and low loa(Is. One of more (it t.` follow -
ing methods may be used to achieve this control.

- I, 1)esupe'rlivatjng. 1. ('Insfl.ypass
.2. Attemperation , 5, Twin furnace
:3. this recirculation l'). Tilting burner~

These methods were all described in Lecture 3, Section 2.4
' s .

WEI-2-11,-12)
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Because Of the thermal inertia in Aro superheaters, thei,,ritslionse of
steam temp.erature to the controlling mechanism is quite slow. Therefore in
order to 'anticipate any steam teMpcCrature,chang-es, the combustion air flow or
the steam flow is measured and a signal tr.ansmitted which gov.erns the.initial
adjustment of the control. The finAl adjutitment is by final steam temperature.
This arrangement is known as a two element control, the two elements being air
or stem flow =1 final temperature.

An improvem'ent on the foregoing' system is the three element control
which can be used wilthspray attemperators. Fig, 46 illustrates the arrange-
ment.
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lm the ;:y;;ti in in rip,. 16, three sir.nals reeiv(41 by the attemperator
rev,tilatinr, valv rr NY. ()Lie signal truinsflie floN (si(ralli or :lir), um.

l'rom the thermal eleitteat Located a tter flub itlemporat or sp,:iv :md4

,lublOr(`)f.lie second ;Wily, superheater, and one signal from*.the thermal element
located after the -;oc;tidst,fige styperheater (final steam tenipprature The initial
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l'OW YNGINEElliNG. e

Piest Class
.Se :t. 2 Loci. 11.

.,
1 (a) Sketch, describe', and compaK(Nhe three principle primary flow

elements used to create differential pr'esS'u,re,i'n a line. ..
4

1 (b)ii. Explain the, relationship between flow and differential pressure.
, .., . .

2. 'Sketch and describe. briefly the.arrang,ernent. of a float manometer us(\4
for.boilcrwater level indication. ,

3. Describe the functions of the fallowing cpntrol components:

.(a) We controller

(b) the transmitt,er
4

(c.) the actuator

With the aid of simple sketches, define'and explain; ,

(a) On off action

propoilional actionP)).

(c) tegral actiov

(d) deriVatiVV ;(q1011

5. Witlife aid of sketches, describe the opOration 1)f the following:

(it) plIellnl t ;1118111 i tOr

t,
t (h) electronic transmitter ....,

4
( ; . I.; x p 1 a 1 11 th(' 1)1111)0S ('al( ) I a'. POS i ti oil C r II S ed., i II c o i 1 Intl e ti ( 1 .tiV i1.11 a 11 a 0 tu a to r .

r
I ,i it a

,, 1. Describe. briefly the basic arrmigement, of each,pf th ! following feedyciater
control sy stbins: 1 4

6

(a) single elerneN.

(h) t4/0 element

(c) three element_

1

ua

6 :

(Continued)

.
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'8, Describe gene'rally the rollowing combustion control syterns:

(a) On - Off

-(1) positioning

(c) metering

9. , Explain the principle of operation of each of the following cornbustion.
Control arr'ingements:

(a) steam flow-'air flow **

(b) fuel flow-fair fro*

.1 . Discuss steam temperature control with reference to methods, problems,
and necessity.

4.

ti

4

I

(1'1.:1 -2-11.44-2)
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STEAM ,-- PURIFICATION

4

Goa

The apprentice'will be able to
describe the process of steam
purification.

re I

7v
44

1

41

performance Indicatois:

101.

1. Describe steam separation.

2. Describe steam scrubbers.

3. Describe.superheaters..

4. Describe.steam traps.

IMO

40.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEM

StOyqpido,

r

1I
* Read the 'gdal and performance-indicators to find what i4s to be learned frond'

Rackage..

Read the vocab(ilary list to, find new words that, will be used in package.

Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete selfassessment.

* Complete post assessment.

e

\,)

oe

0

J

1

4'

Ise

4

0 .
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Vocabulary
* Baffle type separator

Balanced pressure trap

Bail float trap

Centrifugal type separator

Controlled:disc trap

* Inverted bucket trap

Liquid expansion trap

MeChanicftl traps

Metallic expansion trap.

Scrubber elementS.

Sedilent separator

* , Steam scrubber

* 'Steam separator

*; Superheater

* Thermodynamic, trapi.

Thermostatic traps

Tilting disc impulse trap

4

,

r



The purity of
. .
operation and
condensate from

steam that enters': the turbine will determine, its efficiency

its Machine life: Steam purification refers..tothe removal
ates.M.

.

.I, , I . .

Several:pieces of specialized equipment .ctribute to the purif ication proc
re

.

,,
Essentially, steam. separators, scrubbers ;and. superheaters moVe the tiois

from steam. Steam traps collect and dispose ,of the; Condensate w-JthoUt a lb s of.'

steam.,

ewe
steam separatorsi are commonly referred '..,to'-as'....purif ers,,,

-scrubbers, superheaters :and traps e vital to 'completion, of the:'...,g-up.fl.c tiok-

process,

of'
of :*

..(

. P- -
46,

:



./11ISTIIUCTIaNAL l.EARNING SYSTEMS.;

Steampurification refer to 'the r.6rilowq. of cop4ete from the steam along with
air and"carbon':dioxide: As .steaM..;flows thrOugh al'pipe it tends' to cool and
condense This produces -condensate. (Water) :which' can cause a.ruptUre of thepiping dUe. to;Water.,haMmer or cause erosion dapage to the_-turbine blades.,, The
major. piece:of 'equipment for:_,steam::,purifiCation is the steam separator.-.

. r
)

Steam Separators'
.

There are two basic types of steam separators:

1. Baffle type

2, Centrifugal: type

The baffle type. steam se?arator is usually
locatedin the. main steam druM,:and' is part
of the drum internals:Z. It -,has corrugated
baffles :and:: walls which collect moisture
and reverses .the steam floW. The 'reversal'
'of- steam flow. slings:the :water patticleS;
oUt...of the eteani;:-'

.....:.

; ,

The .dentriftiga.1,4ype:separator.Uses centrifugal baffles ,tO swirl the
tosses the water 'particles .ta the side' walla:. The seitarated -Wa
The :purified steak.passes 'through' the:'beffies to .the Otlet:-

'.CENTRIFUGAL OAF!: LES

steam which'
drains out.

w



. . INSTRUCTIQN*AL LEARNING SYSTEMS
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I

information
Steam Scrubbers

A .second stage of purificationis performed by steam scrublier6. A scrubber

consists df corrugated steel plates or scrubber elements. -The scrubber elements

are closely arranged and overlap slightly. The steam is forced' to chapge

direCtions as it passes over the corrugated sections of the sdYubber. . Moisture
and solids that escaped through the ,separator are thrown out of the steam flow.

Themater drains but and the steam moves upward to the outlet.

0

Superheater
kite= Washer

a .4

After the saturated steam leaves the drum it fs ppvc to a specialized heating

surface that is called a spperheater. The superheater wrings all remaining

moisture from the steam by heating the steam well beyond the temperature of

sanitation. Thisls thethir0 stage of the purification process. A superheater
consists of several parallel tubeicircuits that/run between hqadeis.

Superheaters are classified according to the way in which they receive heat --

,radiant, convection or a combination. They can be classifiediaccording to the

location of the headers -- overdeck, interdeck,linterbank and intertube. Some

, 'superheater arrangements are shown below and on te next page.
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Steam TRAPS
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Steam traps arc an important part of the steam purification process. The,water'
removed in separation must be drained off without allowing steam to escape at

the same time. Several types of traps have been dewised to remove the' later

from separators and lines.. These are classified according to the principles pf
operation.

1. Mechanical Traps

c a. Ball float type
b. Inverted bucket type

2. Thermostatic Traps

a. Balanced pressure type
b. Liquid expansion type
c. Metallic expansion type rIN

*Thermodynamic Traps

ar

a. Tilting disc impulse type
b. Controlled disc trap . r

4

lh, mechanical traps operate by a float mechanism which responds to the

difference in.densities of steam and water. Both the ball float and inverted

buctcet traps operate on mechanical principles.,

'IP
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Ball Float Trap

U

Inlet .

Vent

Invested

Bucket

The,therMostatic trap operates on the
difference in temperature between water
and steam. The hot condensate enters
the trap and heats an alcohol mixture
that is encased in the trap. The 4'

heating of the alcohol causes increased
pressure and the discharge valve closes.
As the condensate cools, the pressure
will be reduced to open the valve. A

balanced pressure trap is shown.

8
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ThermodynAmie traps despond to the heat of the steam and condensate.. A

controlled disc trap diagram is featured below.

cHAmecit coNtooiLio onc CAPIULI

MATING ClIAMila

OMIT

e

Sediment Sepaiator

T__111[----

OUXLIT PA1SAG11

OU T

C

Some provision must be made for keeping scale depolits from fou $ up the steam

traps. The traps should be fitted with strainers to screen out daibris.

Trap Piping

The installation of traps should allow for clean.out and repair. A typical

Arrangement for trap piping is shown in the fdllowing diagram.

Globe Velf

4
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* Read pages'l - 15 in supplementary reference.

Cothplete self-assessment and check Answers.

* .Complete'post-assessmenti,,And have instructor check.answe'rs,
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Sel
Assessment
Match the following terms and phrases.

f. Steam purification

2. Baffle type

ti

r

A: A type of superheater

41.

fr"

B. Second stage of purification

3. Balanced pressure C. First stage of purification

4. Inverted bucket

5.. Tilting disc impulse'

6. Convection type'

7.' Steam scrubber

8. Steam separator
r_

v

9. Superheater

I

10. Scrubber element

de

F

D. Removal of condensate from steam.

E. Third stage of purification

F. A t 'herinodynamic trap

G. A type of steam separator

H. A mechanical trap

I. Corrugated steel, plates

A thermodtatic trap

A

111
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AssesStrolent
/ -

1. List two major types of steam s9grators.

2. Where are steam separatorspually located in:the steam slant?

3. What'isjtteam pUrification?

4. What equipment is used in the second stage of steam Purificatiori?"'

1111
5. What are the corrugated steel plates of a scrubber called?

f .

6. What is the name of the specialize'd heating surface that takes over the
third stage purification of steam?

r

7. List three types of thermostatic traps.
.

8. List two types of mechanical traps".

9.. List two types of thermodynamic traps.

(IP

10. List three types of superheaters based on the way they receive heat.

13
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Instructor
*Post Assessment
Answers

1. Baffle, centrifugal

2.. Steam drum 4

3. Removal of condensate

4. Stead' scrublbers

5. . Scrubber element;

b. Superheater

7. Balanced pressure, liquid expansion, metallic expansion

8. Ball float, inverted bucket

9. Tilting disc impulse, controlled disc x A

10. Radiant, convection and combination

14
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Correspondence Course. Lecture 114 Section 2, Second Class. Steam
Generators. Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.
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PIPING II
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p 14.4.

Seeorid Class
. Lecture II

It is nwess ary that all steam lines be constantly and adequately drained
Of condensation.. If this is not done then the condensate will be carried along
with the team and may produce water hammer and, is n result, rupture,.of
pipes .lo md fittings. In addition to the danger of water hammer, the,conden'-
sate moy be carried along with the steam' to engines and tu:rbiries with _re-
suiting damage to this equipment..

Drainage is necessary even in the case of pipelines carrying super-
heated stuam, as condensation forrils (lu ring the warming up period. Also,
after the line has been warmed up and put into service,. 'there. Is a"..pOssibil
ity that water may be carried over from the boiler by the steam.

The drainage. system Must also remove air and carbon dioxide from tlw
pipelines, otir rwi se pitting and corrosion will .occur., M.

Drip or drain lines should be installed at all pointshere "condensate
may collect such as: khead of risers, at ends of mains,' iiliend Of expansion
jo'ints awl bends, and ahead of valves and regtilatos. If the pipeline does
not contain natural drainage points such as thost listed above, then drains
should be provided at intervals of 150 metres. At each point of drainage a
drip lOg should .hr prOided and these drip legs should hethe same diameter
as the pipe up to 102 mm size, and at least 102 mm diameter kir piping
larger than 102 min size. The purpose of the drip leg is a3`allowothe con-
densate to escape hygravity from the 'fast moving steam.

St ea ro Sep rators

Steam sepqrators, also Known as steam purifiers, aredesigned,to
orate condensate from the steam. They not only remove moisture d roplet s
and other suspended impurities, but will also remove rockets of water which
ore moving along with the steam.

The separator tither causes the steam to suddenly change its direction..
01 How or else it imparts a whirling motion to the steam. !loth of these
action:. cause tlrr. moisture, and other pa rtieres to he thrown out of. the. steam
tit ream. .

116
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Baffle Type Steam SepaKator

Fig. I'

ie

The separator in Fig. I features a corrugated baffle and corrugated
walls. These corrugations serve to collect the moisture and, in addition,
the baffle causes a complete reverSal of the steam flow. which causes the
moisture paxticleS-to be thro,vn.out,

CENTRIFUGAL BAFFLES

I

/

SECONDARY. BAFP LEy DRAIN

Centrifugal Type Stead') Separatbrs

z

-.Fig..

1.1.7

It
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' The separator In makes./ use'. dr.eentrifugal ballies,10.vive the..
steam a whirling.' mot-ton. ,`,7,he moisture pa rtielew are. thrown. out: tO':the:- in-
side. wall of the' separator .4ind,Pien,./pass 'to the drairr. The. purified. steam

,then. passqg through. ',seeonda ry ,:baffle;-; to .the .separator .(yutl'et.--..":The secondary
baffles .are used. to redu'ee;the 'motion -61-,the. leaving steam.

'. .

The cohdensate'.colleeted by the steam Oparaters is draine'd....off..from
them by means of a trap: Gage glasses are sometinces prt,oyided on'. the sep7.

. aratpr as. in. Fik,..6

.

1 .in .order to ascertain:if ,the trap is working satisfactorily.
A 'better way of checking on thq operation of the-trap is to use a test valVe
at the trap outlet.

Stealn Traps
,

A steam trap is a device which is. used to discharge the water .of eon- .

d,ensation from steam lines,. separators,. and other equipment without permit-..

ting s am to escape. The method by which the trap performs this function.
varic.) With the. particular design of trap. However, no matter what principle
of operation is involved, all traps should proVide the, fon-owing : .,,.eo

Q,,-4..

I. Long life and dependable service.
,I.,

v, 2, Resistance of trap parts to ',corrosion.

Efficient venting of air and carbon qioxide.

/I. Ability to operate against the back presfulk which: will be
present in. the return line.

5. Abilrty to operate satisfactoriN. in, the presence of scale
Or sedi

,

class(.s of l'raps

Thou/. are a .great many .different desig-ni; of traps but they can
divided into three general classe~ according t( their principle of operation.
.These classes are: mechanical .thermostati61alid thermodynamic.

4.

,

. .Mechanica l T raps Uk

This type* depends upon the' difference In, density between steam and
condensate to open or close the trap rlisch :trgc valve,. This done by means
of a ball type float .or a bucket type float,

118.
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. Inlet

Float

.Sall Float nap
- Fig. 3

0

#0.,°1'tiqrmostatie.
Air Vent

Discharge
Valve'

Di scha'rge
Outlet

Fig. 3 shows a sectional view of a ball float trap. As condensate flows
into the trap, the stainless steel float will rise and -eventually open the dis-
charge,,,yalve allowing a flow of condensate to the disAarge outlet. Air and
other gases such as CO will escape to the discharge through the thermostatic,
vent. When steam reaches the trap, it will surround the thermostatic vent
bellows'causing the' bellows to expand and close the vent thus preventing the
discharge of steam. In addition, when the condensate -level in the trap drops
to a Certain point,the float-operated valve will close and, prevent the escape
of. steam.

PE2-2-1 f

. 4 illustrates the operation of a similar type of float trap;

11J
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EiCONDENSATE
,,.

On start up, the main float-actuated
valVe is normally closed. Air is pushed

,,,through ths upon thermostatic air vent by
system pOtssure. When condensate reaches

-- the trap (above), the float opens the main
!valve to permit flow. Remaining air con-
tinues to discharge through the open vent.

STEAM .

2. When steam reaches the trap,14 thermo.
static air vent closes in response to the
higher temperature. Condensate continues
to flow through the Main valve which is
positioned by the float to discharge con-
densate at the same rate as the rate at
which condensate is flowing to the trap...

float' Trap Operation
(Armstrong Machine Works)

Fig. 4 '2

AIR

3. Airhrom the system will now begin to
accumulate in the top of the trap. When
the temperature of the air drops a few
degrees below s turated steam tempera-
ture at the existi pressure, the balanced
pressure therTost is air vent opens and
discharges the air. #

The float trap will work equally. well whether the condensate load is
light or heavy and its operation is !tot affected by -changes in steam pressu,re.-
It does not become. air-locked upon start-up when there. is a- large amount of
air present because it will discharge this air immediately' arl. automatically.

. .

The ball float trap, however, does have the disadvantage of being
liable to damage. from water hammer, and the thermostatic air vent not
suitable for use with superheated steam. In additioni this type of trap is not
suited for outdoor use. as it will freeze up:

Another commonly used meehzulicill trap is the in cited bucket trap
. shown in Fig. 5.

, Referring to Fig. 5, initially the bucket hangs down holding the dis-
rge valve open. Condensate enters the trap and flows under the bottom

<.5isl,ge of the bucket to fill the trap body. Then the condensate will flow out
thVough the open ,discharge valve to the outlet: Any steam which enters the
tA), will. 'collect at the top of trhe inverted bucket giving it buoyancy and
eaOsing it to rise thus closing the discharge valve. Air and CO2 gas,:Will
also collect at the top of the inverted bUcket.and will pass through the vent
at the top of the bucket to the upper part of the trap b,dy.

13E2 11 -5
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Discharge Valve

Dischatge Outlet

v.

. Inverted
Bucket

. Inverted Bucket Trab.
(Armstrong Machine WorkS)

Fig.

I

4'

Some steam. will also pass through t<his vent but will oondense in.-the
cooler environment meat- the top of the trap. As more cohdensate enters the
trap, and as the steam within the inverted bucket condenses, the bucket will
.sink and again open the discharge -valve. The accumula ai r CO2 Will
discharo first and then :the condensate will diSChflrge un 11 more steam enters
the bucket. to oncevagain el°. se the discharge valve.

%

Another desigii of the inverted bucket trap features a large -vent at the
top Of the bucket and this vent 'is controlled by a bi-metallic strip. In' this
case, air and CO2 will escape freely through the vent,. but when steam enters
the bucket the bi-metallic strip will close the vent and the -steam will remain
within the bucket until in condenses.

The -inverted bucket trail is simple in construction and easy to dismantle
for inspection and cleaning. It can be used for draining supc.trheated steam
lines and ito Wetter 'able -to, withstand water :harrower: than is the ball float -trap.

This type of trap, however, will riot discharge air rapidly and. may be
subject to air binding. Also, like the ball float trap, it is liable to free.e if
exposed to low ambient temperatti res.

f ;* 1 2 1
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2. Thermostatic Traps
o

The operation of the thermostatic trap depends upon the difference in
temperature between the steam and the condensate. Three general designs are
used: the balanced pressure type, the liquid expansion type, and the metallic
expansion type.

trap.
Fig. 6 shows the main elements of the lealaiiced 'pressure thermostatic

?it

Balanced Pressure Trap
Fig. 6

Referring to Fig. 6, A is a sealed corrugated element which is filled
with an alcohol mixture, B is. a metal ,shield surrounding the .element. and C

o is the trap discharge valve.

On Ort-up,. thee trap is in tha-open position as shown in F ig. 6. The
air in the system. is quickly discharged through tie wide open valve. Then
cool condensate will flow, into the trap and will be discharged. However, as
the condensate entering the trap becomes hotter, the alcohol within the element
will 'begin to boil and produce pressure which will cause the element to .expand
and close.,the discharge valve. The hot condensate surrounding the element
will then cool allowing the alcohol mixture within ,the element to cool and its
vapor to condense; The element now contracts (Veiling theAja lye and the.
cycle .18 repeated.

122
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This type of .41p is small and compact but it nevertheless can handlea large amount o condt.msate. The large amount of air present at start-upis On discharge rapidly. Another advantage, of this type is that it is self-draining and therefore will not frecte up.

A disadvantage of this trap is that the corrugated element- is liable todamage from water hammer or from ,corrosion. Also, it cannot be used with,,superheated -steam as high` temperature will create excessive pressure withinthe element.

The "liquid expansion trap shown in Fig. 7 uses a thermostatic elementor tube, which is filled with a special oil? to control the opening or closingof the trap discharge valve.

Relief
Spring Tube. Plunger Rod Valve

F

. Adjustment
Screw Outlet Scaling

Bellows

Liquid Expansion Trap
Fig. 7

--....00110111

Referring to Fig. 7; the operation of the trap is as follows:, upon thestart-up of the system, the trap discharge valve is wide open allowing a flowof air and cool Condensate from the system. When hotter condensate ox steamenters the trap, the liquid within the tube will expand and push the plungeralorig, thus closing the valve by means of the plunger rod. When the conden-sate cools, the liquid within the tube will contract and the plunger will moveback thus 7nirig the valve and allowing le cool condensate to escape.

PE2-2-II-8
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The sealing bellows acts as a packless gland to prevent leakage of
liquid from the tube. The relief spring prevents damage from water hammer
or over-expansion of the element due to sudden high superheat temperatures.
The adjustment screw allows the trap to be_adjusted to discharge the conden-
sate 'at the desired temperature.

The liquid expansion trap has th9. advantages of being adjustable and not
subject to' ffeezing. Also, it can be used .with superheated steam and can .

withstand water hammer to some extent. It is, however, liable to corrosion
of the tube if the condensate contains corrosive substances.

The metallic expansion trap uses the expansion of qither a long rod or
a bi-metallic strip to operate,tfie trap discharge valve.

These types
dn3advantages, In
of the valve the r
the bi-metallic type
close tightly.

re only used for special applications as they have certain
he case of the rod type, in order to get enough movement
has to be quite long (about one.metr6 in lerlth). With
the movement is also slight and the valve tends to not

3. Ther °dynamic Traps

The thdrmodynamic trap utilizes the heat energy in steam or in hot
condensate to control its opening and closing.

A commonly used type of thermodynamic trap, called a tilti
impulse trap, is illustrated in Fig. 8..

Referrinplato Fig. 8, when cool condensate or air enter the tra
flow upward through the inlet orifice and tilt the disc upward to pass
holes in the seat plate and through tte discharge ports to threrap ou
If steam enters the trap it flows at high velocity under the lsc causi
reduction in pressure at this point and causing a pryssure 'build up in
chamber above the disc. This forces the disc down thus closing the
If hot condensate enters the trap it will flash into steam as it 16aves
inlet orifice. This flash steam will also flow at high velocity under t
causing a reduction in pressure and flash steam above the disc will ag
foece the trap 'closed. The trap will remain closed until the steam ab
the disc 4condenses.

they
through*
let.
g a
the
rap.,
he
c disc
tin
ye

124
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Seat Plate

Inlet

Strainer

N441b414<

Disc Inlet Orifice

Impulse Trap (Tilting Disc. Type)
(Yarnall.- Waring Co.)

Ftg. 8

ilDischarge
Port

Outlet

Blow-flown Valve

This trap features an integral strainer to prevebt particles from entering
the operating portion of the trap. Another feature is an Allan wrench-nperateg
blow-down valve for thOpurpose of blowing out any sediment which may collect at
the strainer.

All stainless steel construction of the trap body and parts reduces the
possibility of corrosion.

120
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Controlled Disc Trap 1

(Armstrong Machine Works)
F14. 9

R

The principle of operation of another type of thermodynamic disc trap
is, illustrated by the sketch in Fig. 9. This type is known as a controlled
disc trap.

Referring to Fig. 9, condensate and air entering the trap' pass through
the heating chamber, around the control chamber and through the inlet orifice.,
This flow lifts On,: disc o of the inlet .orifice and the condensate and air pass
to the outlet passages, hen steam enters the disc its increased velocity of
flow across the face of disc reduces the pressure in this area and the
pressure 'in the control chamber above the disc forces the disc against the
orifice thus shutting off the trap, The steam in the control chamber gradtially
bleeds off around the disc and the trap will open once again. It will then
dischargc,:tny condensate presont and clOse once 'again In the pi-esence of
steam.

CAPSULE

CON11130L. CHAME3ER ' CONTROLLED DISC-- CAPSULE BODY

Hardened Stainless Steel Hardened tainluss Steel' Hardened Stainless Steel

SHFI L
Carbon Steel

Controlled Disc Trap Construct!
(Armstrong Machine Works)

Fig,. 10

12
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Pressure Differential
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DIBC

A-

InlerOrifice

trap.

as thp
are

1.hermo-
ressures

The pressure differential of a trap is the difference in pressure between
pressure at the trap inlet and the pressure at the trap outlet.' For example, if

athe trap is draining a main steam header operating at pressure of 690 kPa glge
and if the trap is disehar404g against atmospheric pressure, then the pressure
differetilial is G90 kPa. If, however, Lhe same trap is discharging against a
back pressure of 70 kPa then the presstrdiffereptial is 00 kPa.

The smaller the pressure diterential between the trap inlet and outlet
the smaller is the trap capacity. The greater the pressure differential the
greater will be the -trap capacity.

Trap capacity also depends upon the size of the discha rge orifice. of the
trap and the temperature of the condensate. The larger the discharge oritiee
the greater will be the trap capacity and vice versa. The higher the temp-
erature of the condensate, the smaller the capacity of the trap because the
high temper ature condensate wit rene rate flash steam which will tend to pa rt-
i al ly choke the. dire ha rge °rifle

Strainert;

In order to prevont dirt, scale, chips, etc. fro getting into the work-
.%

ing parts of trap's, n strainor, also called a sediment separator, should be
installed .lose-to and ahead of every trap. The strainer will effectively trap
all foreign particles and will, in addition, provide a .pocket for their accumu-
lation from which they can be, blown out.

The strainer normally is made up of a yteel body with n woven wire or
perforated steel screen. Stainless steel or mopel is fr.equently used for the
screen material in order' to reduce corrosion.

X27.
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Screwed Strainer
Fig. 11

Fig. 11 shows a strainer featwing threaded connections and a woven
wire screen. The connection at the bottom of the screen may be fitted with
a plug dr, preferablyb,' a blow-dff valve.

Trap Piping .
A typical piping arrangement for an inverted' bucket type trap appears

in Fig. 12. The trap is fitted with isolation Allitiv,es and a bypass valve so
that it can be repaired or inspected. In addition, a strainer with blow-off
valve is installed ahead of the trap and a test valve is fitted at the trap out-
let. The test valve is. used W determine whether or not, the trap is working
properly.

128
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Globe Valve

.t-

Trap Piping Arrangement
Fig. 12

TralfInstallation and Mainten e.

A trap must be installed in the proper manner in order for it to operate
efficiently. Some of the more important considerations regarding trap instal-
elation are listed as follows:

1. Make sure that the trap has the proper capacity.and pressure
rating for the job. (Trap sizing calculations will be -covered
in the. next section).

Return

2. Before hooking up the trap, blow the lines through at full
steam pressure. Theii clean any strainer screens installed: '

3. The trap should be installed i-n an accessible location close
to and below the drip point. Checic directional markings on
the trap to make-sul it is, not installed backwards.

4. Unions and shut -off valves should be installed on either side
of the trapand in addition a strainer, test valve, and a 'by-
pass valve are recomthended. (See' Fig. 12). Do not use

smaller than the size of the trap connections.

1'1';2 -2--1 1 -14
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6.

Inlet linos to the trap should be pitched toward the trap.
t

If a group of traps drain into a common return line then a
check. valve should be installed between each trap and the
return line.

7. Use self-draining traps on installations s'ilject to freezing
temperatures.

8. else a separate trap on each piece of apparatus as short
circuiting will occur if more than one unit is drained by
a single trap.

In order to determine "whether or not a trap is working properly, it
must be tested. The most positive method of testing is to observe the dis-
charge from the trap by means of a test valve. (See Fig. 12).

By observing the' diScharge it can be seen whether the trap closes off
tightly, blows live steam, discharges. continuously or does not discharge at
all

Other methods of testing are: determining the temperature before and
after the trap by, the use of thermometers or pyrometers, determining the
pressure before and after the trap by means of pressure gages, determining
the operation of the trap by means of a' Listening device such as a stethoscope,

In addition to regular testing, traps should be dismantled for inspection
at least once a year. During this inspection the following, things should be
done:

I. The trap body and operating parts should be examined for
corrosion, erosion, mechaiiical, wear, etc.

2. 'AII internal parts should be cleaned and worn valves, seats,
levers etc. , should be replac'ed as should cracked buckets,
floats or belloWs.

, . All gasket seating surfaces should be thoroughly cleaned and
new gaskets used on. reassembly.

In .addition to the inspection of the traps, all strainers should be cleaned
and inspectotr regularly and a record log, or card should be kept for each trap
showing dates and details of inspection, repair and replacement.
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Trap Sizing

In order to determine the size of trap necessary for a particular appli-
cation, it is necessary to calculate the amount of condensate :to be handled by
the trap per hour.

In the case of a trap used to drain a steam main, the greatest rate of
steam condensation/will occur during the warming up peripd when the pipeline
is being brought up to the operating temperature. After this temperature has
been reached the only condensation will be that produced by nortnal radiation
losses from the pipe.

If the warm-up Is done automatically, that is, without manual supervision,
then the trap must be sized to handle the large amount of condensate produced
during this warm-up period.

however, as is usually the case, the warm-up is manually supehsed,
with the initial. heavy condensate load being removed, not through the trap, but
by means of "free blow" dratti valves, then the trap need only be sized to
handle the 'condensate produced by radiation losses occurring after the warm-
up period when the "free blOw" drains are shut.

Of

Automatic Warm-up

The warming-up load is calculated by means of the following
formula.

WM.:1(E:

U.1`.)1

M

t

tI

I.

0.0.1 M (t2 t1)

amount of condensate i'h kg.

specific heat of steel pipe.
total mass of pipe in kg.
final temperature of .pipe

initial temperature of pilie

latent heat of stczain at final temperature. k.1/kg.

6

Wa rifling -IV 19:U1 C bm then ividcd by the numIn of Aiinutes re-
quired for the warm-up and then mul iplied by (30 to give the load in kg/h.

AN11'1,1.: I:
Find warm-up load in kg/hr in warming-up :30 ni of 20:3.2 trim

Schedule 10 steel pipe to ;t working pressure of 1:350.k P.:a in a watln-up
time of it) minutes. Initial temperature of pipe i8 100c

PE2-2-11-1fi
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SOLUTION:

where

.

17

0.494 W (t2 t1

W 1266 kg (Table 2 Lecture .10 Section 2)

t2 --- 193°C (Steam Tables) approx.

10°C (Given)

1967 kJ/kg approx. (Steam Tables)

ti

0.494 x.1266 (193 10) '

1967
58.18 kg

In order to accomplish this warm-up in 10 minutes, the condensate rate /hr
would hi.:

S.

6058.18 x
10

349 kg/h (Ans.)

When choosing a trap for a parti ular service it is usual to increase the
calculated condensate load in order*to provide a safety factor. This is to ensure,
that the trap will have tiriple capacity in the event of a change in operating eon-.
-ditions such as a drop in pressure in the line. In Ex:unple 1, the safety factor
is not necessarjlf the.capaeity of the trap chosen, is such that it can discharge
319skg/h at a warm-up presstire of just above 0 k Pa. Then, as the pressure
rises in the pipeline, the trap capacity aut.omatically increase. Also, the
349 kg/h is the warm-up road and it is much greater than the load the trap will
have to handle after the system is warmed up.

- Manual Supervised Warm-up

In this case, as mentioned previously, the trap has only to handle jhe
condensate produced by radiation loss during the normal operation as the
large amount of condensate produced during the warm-up is discharged
-manually by IllealTh of free blow drains.

The amount of condensate pr(xluced by radiation can be determined
from .Table 1 which lists amounts for'various pipe sizes:

1
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CONDENSATION IN INSULATED PIPES carrying
saturated steam M quiet air at 21°C. Insulation assumed
to be 75% efficient.

i

7,

Pressure

Pipe
,ns

1413.7

of C11n(lensate/8

1 862

/poetic

I 12411 1724

of iltne

It Pe fq11,1tr)

Sire
11101

n11 ()Of

iilleJl m

103 4 1206.9

floqtams

1 11,.1 (1 1115 11 075 o o 104 0 15 0.111 0 21

11 15 nII) (((Cl 1(14 1.14 0 18 021 0 25

3H I 0 151 0 104 11 1.2 (1 15 0 21 _..1,7.4._0 20,

2 59 11 0 19 0 12 (1 15 0 19 "0 75 (13 034

0 23 0 15. 0 10 1122 03 .036 042_

3 /6 2 0 28 018 021 0.2/ _036.

3% 18 9 3 0 19 0 24 0 3 0 4 __0-4A 0,57

4 101 6 Q 36 0.22_ 0 27. 033 045. 054 _0 61

5
_

127 0-
. .

0.44 0.7, 0 33 0 4 0 55 0 66 0 76

6 152.4 0 53 03 037 048 0 66 0 76 088

8 203.2_ 069 04 048 0 611. 082' 09Y.
. .

1 13

In 504 0 86 0411 058 ( 1 761. 1 01 1 19 1.4

1? 104 /1 102 (1 5/ 0 69 0..06 4.19 I :(/ 1 66

14 155 6 1 17 0 63' 0 /6 0 91 13 154 10

16 816 4

18 15/

178

1 4

I) /

/'1

0 11',

wv,

1 1

1 2/

1

1 66

! '19 1 06

1 '1' 2 211

70 AM (I t! f(6 ( Of; 11 36 f WC 7 16 2 5:1

4 11.419 6 '1 I If' 1 1', 7'81 1 1.6 1 1;

Table 1

Table 1 can be used to find the condensate load due to radiation for the pipeline
in Example 1, which is 203 mm diameter size and operates at 1344,k Pa (abs) or
1241 k Pa (guage) .

The table shows that the kilogrAms of condensate per hour for 203 mm pipe at
124.1 k Pa is 0.98 kg for each lineal metre: As the pipe is m tong then.the con-
densate load is:

0.98 x 30 29.1 kg/h at 1 241 k Pa

if the trap is installed between the ',oiler and the end of the steam main then a
safety factor of 2 should be allowed and the selected trap capacity would be:

29.4 x 2 5.8.a kg/h at1241 kl)a.

If the trap is installed .at. the end of the main'then a safety factor of 3 should
be allowed and the selected trap capacity would be:

29.4.x .3 884.2 kg/h at 1241 kl'a



The condensate load for normal radiation losses can be calculated the
following formula if a table such as Table 1 is not available.

C .

A U (t1 - t2). E

L

where Condensate in kg/h

External area of pipe in m2.

Heat lo
differen

tom uninsulated pipe 10/m21 °C temp.

Steam te ature °C

t Air temperature °C

L

.

Latent heat of steam:at operating pressure

Example 2

1 - efficiency of insulation

Find the eondeiiSate load dde to radiation in 30 m of 203..2 mm steel pipe
operating at 1344.k.Pa (abs). and coverc!i with 75% efficient insulation.

Given that .U., - 63.34 kJ/m2/°C and the ambient temperature is 21°C.

SOLUTION:

where

C
A U (t1 12)

L

A 0.69 x 30 m2 (Table 1)

U 63.34 (Given)

. t
1

193 °C approx. (Steam. Tables)

2. 21°C (Given)
ib 1 - 0.75 = 0.25 '(Given)

L 1967 kJ/kg (Steam Tables)
0.69 x 30 x 63.34 (193 21) 0.25

C 1967

28.66 kg/h (Ans,)

This amount must be increased by the appropriate safety factor of 2 or
depending upon the trap location as 'explained previously.
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Water Hammer

The term "water -hammer" is used to describe a series of hammer blow-
like shocks produced by a sudden change of velocity of water or other-liquid'
flowing within a pipeline. These shocks may have sufficient magnitude. to
rupture- the pipe or pipe fittings or to damage connected equipthent:

sudden change of velocity necessary to produce water hammer may
l! caused by the rapid closing or opening of a valve, the sudden stoppage in

flow due to a pump trip-out, or by,the -rapid condensation of a pocket of
steam within the pipe.

r .

In the case of a valve being quickly closed in a ,pipeline through which ,
water is flowing, the first effect is the sudden decrease in the velocity Of
the water and, a correStkindingly sudden increase in pressure at the valve. .

This ,causes a pressure wave to travel back ,upstream to the inlet end of the
pipe where it reverses and surges back and forth through the pipe, getting
Weakerwith. each successive reversal. This pressure wave due to water
hammer is in addition to the normal water pressure within the pipe and depends
upon the Magnitude and rate of change in velocity as well .as the elasticity of
the pipe and of the _water. Complete stoppage of flow is not .necessary to produce
water hammer as any sudden change in velocity will bring it about to, .a greater
or less degree depending upon the 'above conditions.

A

Where too rapid closing of u valve is the cause of the water hammer,
the remedy, of .course, is to ensure that the valve closes slowly. The period
of effective closing of a gate valve takes place in the last 2004 of the valve .

travel and this, portion ,should be undertaken as slowly as "possible. If the
valve is equipped witha bypass, as large valves ,often are, then the bypass
should be closed last.. When opening a gate valve the first 207 of the valve
t. ravel is the most critical portron and this should be opened as slowly as
possible after fir.4 opening the bypass if the valve is so equipped. As a
general rule, all valves should be opened and closed slowly and cautiously.

Where water ham rno r is due to the sudden stopping of .a motor-d Aver)
puidp due to a power failure, the following occurs. Upon the power inter-
ruption the,puessure' at the pump discharge drops and the water in the (Hs:
charge line stops and then reverses direction. Subsequent rapid closing of
the check valve at the pump will cause severe shock- when the energy of the
reverse flow is violently expended against the check valve disc.

Devices which can be used to .reduce the shock in a pump discharge line
.are air ehambers, relief valves, or check valves having a. guilt -in dashpot
to prevent rapid closing of the disc.
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A pump trip-out may also cause. water hammer in the pump suction
line in oases where the water flows to the pump through a long line by gra-
qty or under pressure from another .pump and air chaitbers or relief valves
May be used here .a,s

In the case of a steam line, water hamnler may occur if condensate is.
present in the line. As the steam passes through the line above the surface
of the condensate it may .;raise up behind it zi mass of the condensate (water)
and thtili an isolated pocket of steam is .forded. Being in contact with the
cooler .water the steam will suddenly condense and a low preessum_will be
formed in the pocket; Wa r rushing into this low pressure; pocket will cause
severe shock to .the pipe an piping fittings.

Abnormalramounts of condensate will be produced within a steam pipe in:
the case whert the pipe is contained within an undergrdund tunnel or conduit
'which becomes flooded,.due to a broken voter main or other 'causes. The
flood water coming in. contact with the steam pipe will cause excessive .conden-

. sation. When thi's condensation cools beloW steam temperature it will cause
water hammer,

It. has been found that Olds type Of water hammer will occur in a steam
line that is horiVntal orpitehed upward from the source of steam and it will
be ?most violent when the Steam pipe is dead-ended by a blank or a closed
valve. It has also been found that, if the Condensate can be removed as fast
'is it forms, then the water hammer will not occur, This .points out the -ne-ed
Jor amply sized traps.

In order to reduce the damage, should water hammer occur, rupture
diaphragms may he installed. Also, the use of cast iron valves and MIA
should be tivoided.

To avoid water hammer ill steam lines they must be properly pitched
and drainage points installqd between valves and at pockets in the line where
water could accumulate. The drainage points should be equipped with drip
pockets, free-bloW drain valves, amr traps, 01 addition, gate valves in the
line must not be installed with their sterns below the horizontal -because the
valve bonnets would act as pockets.

When wil-ming up a steam line all drain V4ilves must he opened wide
before steam is admitted and tbe steam ;Omission valve should he only c racked
open or only 'its- bypass opened if so equipped, The valve should be slowly

'1 and' carefully opened fully after the, line has been warmed up. The drain
valves a47,e left open until all of. the warm-up condensate lips been discharged.
The traf.) wall then be able to handle the condensate that forms under normal
operating qonditions..

r.
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PIPING INSULATION

Piping is covered with insulation for the following reasons: to reduceheat loss and condensation, to4prevent uncoMfortably high ambient tempera-tuises within the power plant, to prevent injury to perpnnel from contact withhot surfac, and to prevent sweating of cool, pipevurfaces.

A material suitable for use 'as an insulations should have the followingcharacteristics.
4

1. High insulating 'valuer
2. Long life,

p3. Vermin proof,
v,

4. Non corrosive,
5. Ability to retain its shape and insulating value when wet,6. Ease of application and installation.

An insulating material .may be defined as one whien transmits heatpoorly and it hap been found that substances hqving a large number of micro-scopic air pockets dispersed throughout the mAberial .make the most efficientinsutators. This is because the extremely sma11,air spaces estrict the for-mation of convection cukrents and the air itself is a poor con uctor of heat.
The thermal conductivity k of amaterial is a measure of the amount ofheat that will he transmitted through this material. Therefore the lower thevalue of k for a material, the better will be its insniating.ability. Most <insulations have k values between 0.3 and 0.8 W/In'PC/m. The k \milkfor any one material will vary act!ording to the temperatures to which it ire;exposed. For example, a material having a k value of 0.3 at 1500C, mayhave a k value of 0,6 at 538°C.

Pipe Insulation Materials

1. Diatomaceous Silica

This material is bonded with clay and asbestos. Because of fairly highcost it is generally ,used for the high temperature layer under less costlytypes of insulation. Its k value varies from 0.7 to 0.8.

PE2-2-11-22
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2. Asbestos

- 23 -

Asbestos insulation is processed from asbestos fibre and comber with
..iAiatomaceous silica And heat resisting binders. Its k value varies from 0.37

to 0.72. .

3, Calcium Silicate
Atv

This insulation is a compound "of lime and silica with some asbestos
fibre added for strength... It has k values from 0.37 to 0.60.

4. Glass Fibre

This is a comparatively low cost and lightweight insulation having k
values from 0.29 to 0..35.

5. Magnesia (85%)

This material is composed of magnesium carbonate reinforced with
asbestos fibre'and has a k value of from 0.35 to 0.42.

G. Plastic Foams J.

These are plastics that have been processed into a foam during manu-
facture and then formed into pipe covering sections. They .have k values
frOm 0.0 to 0,28 and have largeiy taken the place of Cork and felt insula-
tion which was formerly used for low tempemiture service. They arc Tiva,i1-
able for temperatures as low as -1 70°C and as high as 120°Q.

7. Reflective Metal Insulation

This is a fairly new type Of insulation constructed of metal reflective
sheets of stainless steel, spaced and baffled to form isolated air,chambers
around the piping. The highly polished reflective sheets reflect the heat and
prevent loss clue to radiation but yet absorb little heat by conduction. The
k factor varies from 0.:53 to' 0.66.

Amlicationg

The following indicates the the general application of various piping,
insulations for different temperature ranges.

Above 1040°C - refractory fibres are generally used or in some
cases reflective metal insulation.
6500C - 1040°C - double layer construction is used with the inner
layer diatomaceous silica and the outer layer calcium silicate.

138 I
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1.5ec - 650°C - calcium Silicate is generally used with double layer
construction for pipe temperatures over 3160C.

0 - 260°C- - glass fibre is most commonly used as it is generally
the most economical and has good resistance et normal abuse.

The effectiveness of a particular insulation is expressed as an
efficiency E where:

Heat loss from bare pipe minus heat loss
from Insulated eipe

heat loss from bare pipe

The heat losses are expressed in kJ/h/lineal metros.

0 .
Piping insulation is usually fabricated' in half-cylindrical sections for

fitting over the pipe. The sections are held together by metal wire or bands
and then a surface finish is applied, usually of a canvas type.

Special shapes and arrangements of tnsulatfon are used for fittings such
as elbows, flanges, and valves such as shown in Fig.. 13.

cevnyvvs cut from ivelutvtotva
sechonol pipe Insulohon

Note //IV and lost
sedate'', extended
ow weld head

locate ettlan5Km pMl
within /twee feel of
titling 'mu/at/on

Elbow

lop cove,

/limn'/ IY4f
Ilerk,r, cove/ .

PE2-2'-11-24
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VALVES

.
Various types of valves are reqUired in any piping system in order to

control and regulate the fluid flow within the system. The valves reproSedt
a considerable percentage of the overall cost of the system and therefore
must be *selected with care and with consideration of the following details;
working pressure and temperature, type of fluid (corrosive or erosive), flow
volume, valve operating cycle, and cost of installation and maintenance.

Valve Desil,rn

There are a number of basic' designs of valves and these include th6
gate valve, the globe valve, the angle valve, the check valve, the ball valve,
and-the butterfly valve.

I . The Gate Valve

The gate valve as illustrated in Fig. 14 consists of a gate-like disc,
actuated by a screwed stem and handwheel, which moves up and 'doWn at right
angles to the path of now. In the clos9e position the disc seats against two
faces to shut off flow.

WHEEL

YOKE SLEEVE NUT
YOKE

YOKE SLEEVE

GLAND FLANGE
GLAND BOLTS
GLAND
PACKING
STUFFING BOX
BONNET B&SHING
BONNET JOINT BOLTS

*BONNET

STEM

DISC' SEAT RINGS
U(SC

BODY SEAT RINGS
BODY

111

(1ate Valve

Fiu,. 14
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Gate valves are not suitable for throttling service or where frequent

opening and closing is required, They are suitable for conditions requiring
full flow or no flow, such as stop valves or isolating valves and they have

the advantage that, when fully opened, the flow 'resistance is low 'with a min-

imum of pressure drop as the flow moves in a straight line.

Several different desikins of gates or discs may be employed. The -

solid wedge disc is the. most common and it is the type shown in Fig. 14.

It consists of a solid wedge-shaped di: c...wilt-eh seats against matching tapered Nr.

seat faces.

dll

IThe double wedge disc gate valve has the two disc faces arranged so
they can move independently of one another against tapered seat faces,

The parallel slide. gate valve has a disc with paralliel faces which slides

down. between pdralieir set faces.

2. The Globe Valve

The globe, valve, shown in Fig, 1 5, is cImstrueted i,n such a way as to

cause the flow 61 the fluid passing through to change direction twice. The

disc and the seat are parallel to the main flow path and the disc is moved

toward or- away from the seat by means of a threaded stem.

nue to its construction, the glo be valve is ideal for throttling or reg-

ulating 'flow with a minimum of wire-drawingand seat erosion. Another

advantage of the globe valvt. compared to the gate valve is that it is choaper

to manufacture. On the, other hand, the globe valve offers much more resist-

ance to fit" than does the gate valve and also it presents a pocket within

its body which Item' colikt condensate, or sediment,. It is seldom used in

1:nt.pr ;um innidue to difficulty in (ipening and cbising against

thud pposure. en

As with Ow gate valve, the v,lobe valve may et ploy different disc

designs.

Pr2---2-1 1-'21;
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STE

PACKING NUT
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PACKING
STUFFING BOX
BONNET---
UNION BONNET RING...4,,

BODY SEAT RING
LOCK WASHE.
DISC STEM RING

DISC

Globe Valve

A

4

Fig. 15

440,

The plug type disc is a long tapered metal disc which is most suitable
for severe service such as throttling, blow-off, .soot blowers, etc. The
valve shown in Fig. 15 features .a plug type disc.

',The composition disc is a flat disc fabricated from various materials
such as synthetics and asbestos which are suitable for a 'variety of services
such asAlir, steam,, water, oil, etc.., where the throttling is not severe and
pressures are not high.

A third typ& of disc is known as the conventional disc. It is a metal
disc having a short taper which fits against a narrow seat. This type is not
suited for severe throttling service as the narrow seat and short tapered
disc arc subject to erosion and wire drawing.

A
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3, The Angle Valve

ANGLE

WHEEL

.WHEEL NUT
STEM

PACKING NUT
PACKING
BONNET

DISC STEM RING
DISC

BODY

-Angle Valve

Fig. 16

-4' .

The angle valve, Fig. 16, uses the same seating. principle as the globe
valve and has the same operating characteristics. It is used when making a
90 Ittree turn in a line as it gives less restriction to flow than using a
globe valve with a 90 degree elbow to provide the turn. Another advantage of
using the angle valve is tile reduction in the number of joints and fittings
required when a separate elbow is not used.

4. The Check Valve

The check valve is a valve which prevents reversal of flow in piping.
The flow of the fluid keeps the cheek valve open while gravity and reversal of
flow will cause the valve to close.

PE2-2-11-28
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The two .basic, types of check valve which are illustrated in Fig. 17
are .the swing check and the lift check.

Swing Check

Fig. 17

Lift Check

The swing check vale features a straight line now and therefore offers
little resistance to flow. The dise which is hinged at the top swings freely
in an are from the fully closed to the fully open positions.

The flow ,through thOlft check valve undergoes two clianges of direction
as it passes through a horizontal section upon which the disc seats. The
disc moves vertically Upward to allow the flow to take place and moves 'down-
'ward to clo:4 if the flow should reverse. A dashpot is used to cushion the
action of t4 disc.

A

5. The Ball Valve

The ball valve,, Fig. 18, features a spherical shaped plug with a ibored
passage through it. The valve can be opened by means of a lever so that
the bored passage- in the plug or ball lines, up with the seat openings. A
90 degree movement of the lever moves the ball into the shut position with
the bored passage at right angles to the seat openings.

Ball valves. have the following advantages: quick open-shut action,
little tendency to stick, minimum restriction to flow, easy maintenance, and
the lever serves as an open-shut indicator.

144
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6. The Butterfly Valve

r

boll iitolser

Ball Valve
Fig. 18

Butterfly Valve
Fig. 19

PE2-2-11-30
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centidue 0 0 (bottom)

4

The butterfly valve features a flat diEi-C
that ean,pe rotated 90 degrees from the
wide open to the fully closed position.

/The valve shown in Fig. 19 would nor-
mally be fitted with a handwheel and an
electric motor, either of which can be
used to turn the disc.

The butterfly valve is commonly used
in tnerinal puller stat4ons, hyd.roelectric
power stations, the oil and gas indutill y,
and ill WOrkli Sewage plants.
They have the following advantages: ease
of operation, relatively light weight,
little restriction to flow, and absence
of sliding parts. They art' not normally
used.(or pressures above 860 k Pa.
\ .
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Valve Ste (Spindle) Design

The valve stems for globe, gate and angle valves may conform to any
one of several designs.

1. Rising Stem, Outside Sprew

In this design the valve stem rises when the valve is opened and lowers
when the valve is shut. In addition, the screwed part of the stem is outside
the vale el body. With this design the position of the valve stem will indicate
whether the valve is open or shut and the screwed part of the stem is not
subjected to corrosion or erosion from the fluid within the valve and 'also,'
lubrication of the stem screws is possible.

(a) (b)
Rising Stem, Outside Screw Gate ValVes

Fig. 20
Fig. 20 shows two rising stem outside screw gate valves. With the

valve in (a) the stem rises but the handwheel does not. With the valve in
(b) the handwheel rises with the stem. The valves in Fig., 20 are also re-
ferrod,to as outside screw and yoke valves as the threaded part of the stem
engages with a' threaded sleeve held within a yoke piece,. .
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Wheel

Yoke bushing

Yoke boons,

Stem

Gland flange

1

Packing

Stem bale bushing

Disc stem ring

lock washer da

Disc

Body sear ring

----"Dist guide item
,

+Body

ti

Globe valves -and angle valvs are
of the rising.ttem type and may
or may not employ the outside
screw design, Fig. 21i-shows a
rising stem, outside screw and
yoke globe valve.

Rising Stem, Outside Screw Globe Valve
Fig. 21

2. Rising Stem, Inside Screw

With this design he stem rises as the valve is operd but the threaded
part of the stem is inside the valve body. Fig. 22 illustrates the design for
both gate and globe valves. .

Gate Valve Globe Valve

.Rising Stem, Inside Screw Valves
Fig. 22
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3. Non- rising Stem, Inside

- 33 -.

In the case where a gate valve °is to be used and...head room, is limited,
then the non-rising stem, inside' screw design is used. With this type, as
the stem is turned, the gate climbs up the threaded part ofthe stem which
is inside the valve body as shown in Fig. 23.

AO'

Wheel nut

Packing ,nut

Nothing

Stuffing box

Bonnet

Disc

Fig. 24

Non-rising Stem, Inside Screw Gate
Valve

Fig. 23

Nonffising Stem Volv
Op.n

WhI

Gland ft Ohg

Gland

Pocking

Stuffing box

Uppr sprodr

Sprstodr bushing

Disc soot ring

Bonnot

Disc

Stm .

Body

Body soot ring

Lowstr sprstadr

Gulch Fit:i
cost in brisly

Fig. 24 shows the details of, a non-rising stem, inside' screw valve in
the .ppen position,
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In order to simplify plans, sketches
for the various types of pipe fittipgs and
symbols used by the American) Society of

\

, blueprints etc., symbols are used
valves. Fig. 25 illustrates the
Mechanical Engineers. .

SIPMBOLS FOR PIPE FITTINGS AND
POI 11

r1:;"d b'444 "Meld
Unwed 4

04
-GI-- G4- Os---

Elbew
14 Dep.

Elbow-
41 Deg.

Elbow--
Turned Up

Elbow
Turned Devot

Elbow
Lone Radius

Side Outlet
Elbow OW-
lel Down

-Skle Outlet
Elbow Out.
let Up

taw Elbow

Double
Munn
Elbow

Single
Sweep Tee

Double
Sweep Tee

RedutInp
Elbow

'Teo
Outlet Up

Toe
Ouno Down

Sid. pullet
Too
Outlet Up

lids Dulls,
Tee Outlet
Down

OO Craw

Rolm or

Ettenbir
Redut
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Ql110,STION I'

POWER' ENGINEERING

cur

1, Sketch and describe the operation of:

(a) a Mechanical trap.

(b) a thermostatic trap.

(c) a thermodynamic trap.

Second Class
Sect. 21 Leck. 11

0

2. (a) Sketch a piping arrangement for a steam trap.

(b) ,Discuss the points to be considered regarding trap installation.
k

3. Describe three conditions which will affect trap capacity.

4. Discuss "water hammer" in regard to its causes, effects and
remedies.

5. Discuss trap testing, inspection and .maintenance.
a

.6. (a) Describe, with the aid of simple sketches, the construction
and operation of a gate valve and a globe valve.

(b) Ditpcuss -the advantages and disadvantages of, each type.

7. Describe an application for_ each of the following types of valve:
(a) angle valve

(b) check valve

(c) butterfly" valve

8:\ Describe the various types of valve stem designs and give the
advantages and disadvantages' of each.

trog9
9. Sketch and describe a steam separator and. explain its purposes.

.

10. (a) 150 metres of 250 mm diameter schedule 80 steel pipe at an ambient
temperature of 21°C is brought to a working steam pre sure of
1750 kPa in 30 minutes. Find the warm - -up load in kg of conden:-
sate.

(h) If the piping insulation is 75'7, efficient, what is the copdensatc load
during normal operation?
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